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FOREWORD

HOUGH excellent and thorough, most available works on

the history of typography contain too much detail matter

for readers whose previous study, if any, has been slight. With
minor movements and personalities considered along with the

major ones-by periods or nations-the general and the newer

readers are confused by the array of detail and in consequence

often fail to grasp the main features in their order. Still another

effeft of all this detail-for initial study at least-is that it causes

many to regard the subject a "dry" one. I know because they've

told me so. Yet every printer or typographer who is worthy of

the name ought to know ju§t how and from what his craft has

developed, and the men who have achieved greatness through

their efforts in "the art preservative of all arts."

"Type Lore" is intended to supply the main facts regarding

Q the development of types. It seeks to aid comprehension and

^ remembrance by an ostensible discussion of the present day's

most popular faces of type, which, considered in the order that

^ their ancestors came upon the scene, serve as a background for

relating the leading facts of typographical lore.

"^
I am pleased to contemplate my invisible audience as real

1^ workers, but not as bibliophiles-in short, fellows who at the

case actually "stick" type or at their desks plan typographical

design. Hence the recommendations as to suitability and the

suggestions for the practical use of the various types. As you

^ read "Type Lore" you will find many prominent and capable

^ men quoted throughout. This is consonant with my idea that

^ a book should be written for the benefit of its readers and not

O 5



for the author's own exploitation. This book is a presentation

of what one, separating the wheat from the chaif, has found by

number and cahbre of proponents to seem authoritative.

Following the plan of the author and designer, three"good

friends and true" have in consultation as well as by actual work

contributed measurably to the book's physical excellence.

Samuel A. Bartels has covered himself with glory by his

masterful composition of the text. I am informally dedicating

this volume to My Friend Sam, not only because he has done

fine work and proved an agreeable team-mate, but because he

typifies the practical, efficient and learned typographer.

Frank M. Kofron, following a rough sketch ofmine, has

executed the title page in fine manner. Frank is one of God's

real noblemen, and he will some day be one of our foremost

designers, despite the misfortune ofwar, to become eligible for

which he submitted to an operation and as a result ofwhich he

has juft been released from a tuberculosis sanitarium.

Paul Ressinger drew the cover. Paul's ability is so widely

recognized and his services so greatly in demand that I count

his doing this design gratis as decidedly complimentary.

Public spirited contributions were made by Morris Benton

and Wadsworth A. Parker, American Type Founders Co.; the

Champion Coated Paper Co., Hamilton, Ohio; Sol Hess, ofthe

Monotype company, and Walter Bleloch, Linotype company.

Encouraging me in effiDrts along these lines is the loyal support

of Harry Hillman, editor of The Inland Printer, with whom for

years, without a moment's break, I have enjoyed one of man's

greatest blessings: solid, true, understanding friendship.

J. L FRAZIER.

Chicago, July 20, 1925.
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Chapter I. Types in General

ACES of type are like men's faces. They have

their own expression; their complexion and

the peculiar twists and turns of line identify

them immediately to friends, to whom each

is full of individuality. One who has worked

with letters long enough to merit the title of

printer remembers a type face as the ordinary man remembers

a man face. The layman, however, is at sea; it isn't in him to

remember a certain type face, once, twice or thrice its name

and distinguishing marks are pointed out to him. Students in

advertising classes conduded by your author persistently ask

"How can I learn to recognize the different faces?" The only

answer that can be given is "by association." One must live

with type faces and consider them as things alive and full of

character. Laymen don't understand that they are accustomed

to recognizing men's faces through long association, whereas

they have little or no acquaintance with type faces.

As we have divisions of mankind, so we also have similar

divisions among letters. In general, type faces take five forms,

as follows: Gothic, Roman, Italic, Block and Script. These five

are the basis of all type faces, except in those languages like

Hebrew and Russian, which have peculiar ^les of their own.

As we set the Italians apart from the Swedes by recognizing

their broad racial characteristics, so we distinguish one Italian

from another by his individual features. Thus, each one of our

broad divisions of type faces, like Roman, has several or many
individuals of varying details, beauty and utility.



While this book was prepared for the instruaion and the

entertainment of those who already have some knowledge of

type faces, the foregoing elemental statements appear essential

to the completeness of the text. Their mention and the limited

illustration provided herewith will, furthermore, serve as an

introductory for those others who, though deeply interested in

types, have been denied considerable association with them.

Type ®ypf Type
Block Gothic Antique

Type .^w Type
Roman Script Italic

It will be seen that six forms are illustrated, whereas it has

been stated that all type faces fall into one or another of five

classifications. The added form, titled "Antique" in the display

above, was not mentioned because it is in reality a variety of

the roman. It is shown, however, because, while adhering in

general formation of charafters to roman, the style of the letter

differs materially in technique of design. Stem and hair line are

always of greater thickness in the antique alphabets than in

the standard roman faces, but the essential charaaeristic and

mark of identification is the square, unbracketed serif.

Antique type.was introduced at a time when the prevailing

romans were thin and emaciated, with protracted hair lines and

frail serifs. Many and varied are the forms of antique that have

come and gone. An early and very bold representative of the
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style, which, DeVinne says, was probably cut before 1820, is

the ancestor of today's Bold Antique, which is, like its more

immediate predecessor, Doric, smoother and more refined in

design as a result of bracketing the serifs. Similar in design is

the condensed Clarendon, once very popular. That letter was

made in both bold and light face, but in the latter form no

antique has survived. The style is be§t adapted to type faces of

medium weight, it seems, as the single representative of this

class at present widely used, the deservedly popular Bookman
series, is about midway between the average bold face and the

average light face. The faft that but a single page in the latest

catalogue of the American Type Founders Company is devoted

to showing all sizes of Cushing Antique, the form selected to

illustrate the style here, mainly because of its having square

serifs, and the further fact that Bookman (Old Style Antique)

is considered at length later on in this volume, makes further

attention at this point unnecessary and undesirable.

Since the details of italic fonts are the same as their roman

companions the former are given rather scant consideration in

succeeding chapters. Interesting, essential facts must, therefore,

be stated at this time. Italic, so named because it was invented

in Italy, is, broadly speaking, simply the roman form sloped.

While there is no hard and fast rule governing the slant, the

slope of most italics is from twelve to twenty degrees.

The first italic type was employed by Aldus Manutius on

his famous edition of Virgil, published at Venice in 1501, and

is said to have been cut by Francesco de Bologna to imitate

the beautifiil handwriting of Petrarch, famous Italian poet. The
form at first consisted only of lower-case (Plate IX, opp. p. 39)

important words being started with small roman capitals and

it was independent of any roman font. The italic was used for

'"^'^-^ 11 1-^*^
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the complete text and in the hands of Aldus and the Elzevirs

it made an admittedly graceful page medium, but somewhat

too informal, in our estimation, and less legible than the more

dignified roman style. The use of italic for emphasis in roman

text was a later development, which some say has marked the

loss of its individual charafter, and not untif Garamond made

matched romans and italics was associated use considered.

Aldus, whose complete name was Theobaldus (Aldus) Pius

Manutius Romanus, was born at Bassiano in 1450. He was one

of the greatest of the so-called "fifteenth century masters" and

successor to Nicholas Jenson. Famed wherever good books are

appreciated, Aldus is revered especially for the high ideals that

influenced him to take up printing. This is best indicated by

the following quotation from his first book: "We (Aldus and

his associates) have determined henceforth to devote all our

lives to this good work, and call God to witness that it is our

sincere desire to do good to mankind." A noble principle.

The script form is shown as a matter of reference only; the

style has no place in advertising, in book or in general display

typography. It developed from the running or writing hand,

the cursive element being retained with the linking together

of the charafters. Script lettering came into its greatest vogue

during the Georgian period in England and was extensively

employed, usually in connection with the upright roman, in

carved panels of wood or stone, and in engraving.

In view of the matter which follows it seems essential to

mention here several parts of the individual roman letter. The
thick stroke is called the sfe^n, the thin stroke the hair-line and

the short cross line at the end of a stroke in roman (italic, too)

is the serif. The round mark at the end of such letters as the

f, j and y is called the kern. Hair-line and serif are important

<"***-> 12 «-**^
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in setting the style of a type, which brings us to the "meat" of

this chapter, a subject on which there is much uncertainty, but

which, in reahty, is simple as two and two.

We refer to a distinftion that is often made among roman

types. Subtle, perhaps, compared with the broader markings

which set gothic apart from roman and block, but interesting

and important, nevertheless, is the division into what we call

the Old Style and Modern varieties. Types of the former kind

have descended with only minor changes from the first roman

(Italian) types ca§t in the fifteenth century. Modern faces are

the result of an efi^brt made near the close of the eighteenth

century to bring the old style roman letters, the only variety

then in use, into harmony with the taste of the time in matters

of design. The idea was to copy letters such as were engraved

on metal as titles for copperplate etchings and engravings.

While the kind named "modern" is the later development,

and while the name was justified when it was applied, it means

nothing in that sense today, when old style romans are by far

the more widely used. Old style types are the most practical

for all general purposes, as well as the most beautifiil.

Quite an obvious distinftion between old style and modern

romans is seen upon a comparison of the relationship of stems

and hair-lines. In the former style there is comparatively little

difference in the thickness of the lines, whereas modern roman

types are distinguished by a decided contrast between the light

and heavy elements. The down strokes are somewhat heavier

than in most old style types and the cross strokes are reduced

to a minimum. Without any decided contrast in the width of

its strokes, old style sets into a smooth, grayish, well balanced

page. Modern types make a blacker page than old style when
printed on enameled paper, for which they are best suited, and

13
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they have a sparkle and an efFed of brillianq^, pleasing in small

doses but quite tiresome when page upon page of it must be

followed. The comparatively small amount of impression and

ink needed on coated papers permits the hair-lines of modern
type to print as they should and the letter as a whole to have

its natural appearance. Adversely, old style types show to best

advantage on rough paper, as the amount of impression and

a^ ink then necessary gives them a vitality

J^^y^ y-J- ^^^^ ^^ almost fully lost when they are

^x^^.^^ LJ^ printed on enameled, glossy stocks.

4\ \ However, only the simplest of the
Pen's Position in Old Style Writing !••-,• •• i 11 1TN distmftions existmg between old style

and modern have been mentioned. To

a
I

"1 appreciate the others it must be kept in

iir ]f|~ niind that the type design is obviously

I
IN -V-4L influenced by handwriting. Whenever

Pen's Position in Modern Writing WC Write wlth a pCn thc down SttokcS

• • are heavier than the cross strokes; so, in

all well designed type, the vertical lines are thicker than the

horizontal ones. Fundamentally, the difference between an old

style and a modern letter is in how the pen is held. To write

old style the nib of the pen is slanted with relation to the line

of writing, while for modern the pen is held at right angles

to the written line. These two positions of the pen (as shown

above) naturally influence differences in curve and finish.

The stroke for lower-case "a" commences with the small

point at the upper left-hand corner of the letter, passes over

the arch at the top, then turns downward into the stem and

terminates with a little upward flick. (A second stroke makes

the loop.) When the pen is held on the slant, as by those who
lettered the early roman manuscript books, the arch at the top
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thickens gradually, that is, throughout the whole curve. The
hair-line portion is necessarily made quite short. On the other

hand, in doing modern style lettering the pen is held at right

angles to the line of writing; expansion

does not start until the downward stroke

is begun, and then abruptly. The arch in

modern letters is, therefore, a rather long

thin hair-line. Delicate blending and ease

of line are charafteristic of old style type,
^

. ''J- Position of pen and direaion

which is less accurate m construction but of unes in drawing oid styie

- rill 1 1
(left) *fi<i Modern (right) that

far more gracerul than the modern style, show the points of difference

f^ • r ' •
1 111 between the two styles

Sent construaion m modern and old

style letters is essentially different. The serif at the top of the

old style tilts in conformity with the slant of the pen, whereas

the horizontal serif peculiar to the modern letter (see exhibit

below) results from the perpendicular position in which the

pen is held, making a hair-line as it moves along horizontally.

These characfteristics of tilt and of perpendicularity appear in

. - all the lower-case letters and to a more

'#^ I TK^T limited extent in the capitals, and are

X X V' Jl A W' particularly noticeable in the Cloister

Several marked variations between Capital "O." Setifs maV be dividcd intO
Old Style (left) and Modern (right) ^

i -r • •

are shown by the tilted serif at the two gtoups: angular scrifs, tcrmmatmg
top of the "n" of the former and the -

i r i i i
• i*

horizontal serif in the latter, also the ends of the stcms and hair-lmes, as
the tops of the two "fs'

^^ ^j^^ ^^^ of "
n" and "

b" and at both

top and bottom of "d;" and cross line serifs as at the bottom

of "1" and "p,"the tops of "y" and on mo§t of the capitals.

The serifs of old style types are charaaeristically bracketed

where joined to stems, whereas in some modern faces, notably

the Bodoni alphabets, there is no such finishing touch. Scotch

Roman, also a modern face, is, however, bracketed.

15



FRANKLIN GOTHIC
Lanston Monotype Machine Co.

A B C D E F G H
1 J K L M N P
QRSTUVWX
Y
1

2

Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, pati-

entia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor
iste tuus eludet? quern ad finem sese effre-

nata jactabit audacia? nihilne te noctur-

num praesidium palatii, nihil urbis vigiliae,

nihil timor populi, nihil consensus bonorum
omnium, nihil hie munimissimus habendi
senatus locus, nihil horum ora vultusque

Z
6
7

3
4
5

10 POINT

Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina,
patlentia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam
furor iste tuus eludet? quem ad finem
sese effrenata jactabit audacia? nihilne
te nocturnum praesidium palatii, nihil

urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil

consensus bonorum omnium, nihil hie

8
9

a bcdef gh i j kl m
nopqrstuvwxyz



Chapter II. Sans Serif

OPULARITY does not always depend on merit.

Fancy is very often fickle, and printers are not

immune to it. Furthermore, habit frequently

prolongs the existence of things which have

long been surpassed. It is habit, we are sure,

that influences the continued use ofthe block

letter known as "gothic." However, no work on the subjeft of

types would be complete without consideration of block type,

as it it one of the broad, distinftively marked letter forms, like

roman, the aristocrat of letters, and, like roman, it is variously

modified. So the few things necessary to be mentioned will

be, starting with the most important, which is: avoid it. Indeed,

despite what any one may say to the contrary, the block-letter

form is passe, if there ever was a good excuse for its exigence.

Most of the advantages claimed for gothic are more imagined

than real, and the few instances where it has or may seem to

have advantages are more than offset by the many times it has

proved a drawback to effeaive and attraftive typography.

Block letter, the simplest and most primitive of all styles,

is an unfinished roman letter, a rude imitation of the classical

Greek and Roman lapidary characters cut in stone. The first

illustration in the text of Mr. Frederic W. Goudy's admirable

book "The Alphabet" shows a line titled "Greek letters from

theTemple ofPoseidon on Lake Taenarus, 473-476 B.C'which

has the same square and angular form of outline, though not

precise in alignment, that characterizes the present-day block

type faces. Cadmus, the grandson of Poseidon, the founder of

'"^'^-j' 17 v^*^



Cadmea, and the legendary first king of the Thebans, either

invented or imported the first alphabetic characters fi^r the

improvement and edification of his subjects.

The form was not derived from blackletter, as is sometimes

supposed, and has none of the characteristic features expressed

in all forms of Gothic art, among them the type ofGutenberg,

the descendants of which are now more generally known as

"Old English" and "Text" than by the name which describes

them more accurately. Long since an American typefounder

called this style of face "gothic," probably because when first

put into type it was as bold and black as that of the blackletter

and gothic manuscripts. In England it is generally known as

"sans serif," which is a descriptive term, and as "grotesque" the

latter name being most apropos, in the opinion of the writer.

In Germany the gothic form is called "block," which is also

descriptive, while in France and Spain this type is designated

as "Antique," which of course it is, being at once the plainest

and earliest form of writing. Only the American name for the

breed seems altogether unfit and inappropriate.

As stated, block type represents the most uninteresting and

crudest style of lettering. This is not altogether due to the fact

that it is devoid of serifs, but to the fact as well that there is

no variation in the width of the strokes. The good taste and

instinft for beauty possessed by the Roman calligraphers, from

whose work our best type faces are descended, impelled them

to add the serif to finish off their lettering and vary the width

of the strokes. The aim in "block" types seems to have been

perfeftion of mechanical simplicity, whereas all type faces and

lettering are liked better when they possess something which

suggests the human quality of imperfection. The merit of this

primitive form of letter, which can not possibly compensate

<-"*-» 18 <3«^



for its crudity of appearance, is its simplicity of form and the

legibility of its capital letters. The use of capitals only is more

successful than capitals in combination with lower-case, as the

lower-case is quite unsatisfactory, so much so that the most

popular block-letter type now in use, Copperplate, is cast only

in capitals. There are publishers, in faa, who permit the use

of capitals but who will not countenance the employment of

any lower-case block type. But even these must recognize the

displeasing monotony in a succession of lines of block letters,

all of uniform height and even thickness.

Many feel that block type faces serve with good effect on

stationery forms where considerable matter like lists of names,

items, etc.- display, not continuous text-must be gotten into

small space, and on ruled-blank work, because the capitals are

more legible in very small sizes than roman capitals, if not too

bold. This is a broad and questionable view, for to compare

the legibility of block-letter capitals with those of some good

open roman is splitting hairs and the comparison for looks is

by no means so finely drawn. Another reason, or excuse, for

its use is that steel die and copperplate printers and engravers

use this letter extensively, mainly on account of the simplicity

of engraving it. The employment of the style by letter-press

printers simulating the "engraved effea" is thereby excused,

perhaps. This use of the form is not because of any merit in

the letter itself, but rather in deference to vogue -which we
wish might be changed-and applies only to small commercial

forms such as business cards, letterheads and the like.

Of course, the block letter, if bold-as mo^ of it is-suggests

strength : a sturdy masailine charafter, so to speak. As Gothic

architecture is reflected by the characteristics of real gothic type

and lettering, so the square, severe mission style is suggested

19 «^*^



by block type; but the crude mission furniture, too, has had

its day. A certain dignity of effect accompanies the light-face

block types, due to the absence of anything in the way of frills,

that has made the brand known as Copperplate very popular

for the stationery of doftors, lawyers and other professional

men. It would be a mistake to apply to professional stationery

the variety of attractive and interesting arrangements used for

many business and advertising purposes. Professional printing

must be treated with dignity and restraint, and the type should

be small. Block type, slightly letter-spaced, is very satisfaftory

in this line of typographic work, although we ask again: what

except an imitation engraved effect does it contribute which

chaste roman caps would not? It is worthy of note that the

Copperplate Gothic has the tinieft of serifs, not big enough

to make the face like a roman-with elements all of uniform

width-but sufficient to help its appearance materially. They

seem to reduce somewhat the crudity of the letter.

There are certain utilitarian advantages in the lining block

type faces. Typefounders ca§t three or more faces of the smaller

sizes of capitals on one body and adjust all the faces on one

line. This enables the compositor to give the proper display

to special letters or words. When it is desired to obtain variety

in a minimum of space there are advantages in having several

sizes of face on one body, and it facilitates composition.

Not long since we witnessed quite an energetic attempt

to expand the use of block-letter types. German and Austrian

artists developed some interesting modifications in this letter

and instituted what v/as called the poster art craze. While they

departed from the mechanical exactness which charaderized

the letter in type, the one outstanding advantage to them was

that, because of its mass, color values are shown to advantage.



The Style caught hold in certain quarters here in America and

its champions made great efforts to promote it, but the vogue

did not reach large proportions, enjoying short shrift-happily,

we think. At the height of the craze American typefounders

brought out faces, notably "Publicity Gothic" and "Advertisers

Gothic" which, while retaining the block charafter in general

form, gained some effect of freedom in the irregularity of line

of the former, and the breaking off of some of the connexions

in certain letters of the latter face. There were also other slight

changes in the letter forms to obviate a mechanical effect as

much as possible. Typographers should remember, however,

that a page set in block letter does not match the effeft of the

German poster art featured by lettering of similar form. The
mannerisms of the letter designer, the little accidentals, can not

be approximated in any type, block letter least of all, because

of its extremely mechanical charafter.

There are possibilities, we think, for the development of a

modified block letter for limited display use. Certain lettering

designers, notably Oswald Cooper, of Chicago, have produced

some very interesting effeas with more or less free forms of

the style. The Rosa brothers have popularized what might be

termed a half-breed roman and block letter.

Summing up, we find the lighter varieties of block letter

desirable, perhaps, only in certain kinds of small commercial

forms; otherwise block types are good things to avoid. They

do not deserve a place in the listing of type faces for publicity

work and are wholly unsuitable for book composition. A big

stimulus to finer printing would result if typefounders should

scrap their punches of the block type faces they now offer and

thereby stimulate a greater use of better faces.

21
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Chapter III. The Gothics

HE OCCASION or Opportunity is not frequent

when an entire design in type composition

may properly and advantageously be set in a

gothic type face. The opportunities are not

few, however, for employing a line or two of

;§ this ^le of letter to excellent advantage in

an otherwise roman piece of composition. Like a posy in the

buttonhole of one's coat, a little gothic may be depended on

to lend life, beauty, interest and an effect of color in a roman

composition, especially for purposes of display.

The style of letter generally known as gothic-the square

sans serif ^le having strokes of uniform width- is not gothic

at all. It embodies none of the charafteristic authentic features

of gothic decoration and architecture. The true gothic is what

most of us refer to as Old English and sometimes as Text. It

is distinguished by exceptional blackness and elaborateness of

design in which sharp points predominate, as they do in all

forms of gothic art : lettering, design and architecture.

In design and name the gothics are far from standardized.

From its inception, the style has been subjected to far more

extensive modification than is evident in the better forms of

roman type faces. Each individual gothic character has several

quasi-authoritative shapes and any of them may be accepted,

provided it refleas the spirit of the ^le as a whole.

Although the first movable types were of gothic form, the

roman capital preceded it in manuscript writing. In fact, all

the alphabets we use today in typography trace their lineage
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to what is known as the Old Roman capital letter. This letter,

evolved doubtless from the Egyptian-through the Phoenician

and Greek-reached, two thousand years or more ago, a mo§t

remarkable state of perfeaion of design. The original gothic

letter developed from the round roman uncial, which evolved

from the roman capital and represented the beginning of the

roman minuscule or lower-case letter, as it is known today.

KORIBVSETDV
CVMTEGKMYP

Square capitals from Virgil's "Aeneid," fourth century, drawn from an old fragment

and reproduced from "The Alphabet," by Frederic W. Goudy

^IpKlACD hocniisiis

ex ]7 dTW).^fl^Oi
Roman uncials of the seventh century with rustic initial

from "The Alphabet," by Frederic W. Goudy

While the roman lower-case did not attain completeness

of form until after the invention of printing, its use actually

began about A. D. 789, when Charlemagne ordered all church

books rewritten. In carrying out this order there was used an

alphabet of lower-case. Prior to this, however-from the fourth

century on-uncial and half-uncial letters had been used. These

were letters of rounded charader, the result of writing capitals

with a reed, and were the basis of our lower-case.

In its early formation gothic retained the roundness of its

uncial parent. However, as the advantage of a condensed letter

in saving space became apparent, and the beauty of the more
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solid page observed, the round gothic charaaers were drawn

narrower and written closer. Ascenders and descenders were

shortened so that the lines might be brought closer together.

The form of letter was thereby developed in which the black

overbalanced the white, a gothic called " blackletter." In using

it for missals and for books of hours it became the praftice,

because the contents of a page could not be easily taken in at

(atmtCa^tU^ uUunOaim An^iolam omltmaltm.

^Du?) pmaiUaiUfhui(ailnDnslmimtt^

amipUtn qumiaDit)unti.

Lettering from manuscript dated A. D. 1436, the style in use

preceding the invention of printing

a glance, to mark the initials strongly, also the letters which

started off the separate verses. Thus the gothic letters became

extremely heavy and quite complicated in design.

Printing did not start as an independent art. It was looked

upon as supplementing and expanding the work of the scribes

who previously had written what few books there were. It was

natural, therefore, that Johann Gutenberg, popularly known
as the inventor of printing from separate types, should pattern

his type-face after the gothic lettering in vogue in his time.

Gutenberg's justly famous Forty-two Line Bible, executed at

Maintz, Germany, about 1455, was printed from letters which

closely imitated the ecclesiastical writing of the period. Several

copies of this venerable, handsome book are still, fortunately,



in existence. It has about tliirteen hundred two-column pages

and gets its name from the fad that there are forty-two lines

to a column. The type size is equivalent to twenty-point.

It is desirable to state, however, that the first bible with a

date was printed by Peter Schoeffer, at Maintz, in 1462. The
type used for this work imitated a much freer, simpler and less

spiky hand, therefore one far more pleasant to read. The type

of Schoeffer's book has been called the neplus ultra of gothic

type, which applies especially to the lower-case charafters. A
very similar type was used during the next fifteen or twenty

years by Schoeffer and by the printers of Strassburg, Basle and

Paris. Although, except in Italy, the gothics were most often

used, a few years witnessed the birth of the roman type-face

in Germany, France and Italy. Sweynheim and Pannartz began

printing in the monastery of Subiaco, near Rome, in 1465, and

used an exceedingly beautiful type, which has been credited as

representing the transition from gothic to roman.

While Gutenberg is popularly known as the inventor of

printing from movable types his right to the title will always

be disputed. Some whose especial study of the historical side

of typography entitles them to particular consideration insist

that the first book from movable type, outside of China, was

printed by Laurens Koster, of Haarlem, Holland. Koster,who
was born about 1370, died in 1440, fifteen years earlier than

the Forty-two Line Bible is supposed to have been printed by

Gutenberg. The first book printed by Koster, titled "Speculum

Humanae Salvationis," which it is claimed was printed in 1430,

is remarkable for being made partly from wooden blocks and

partly from type. After Koster's death printing from movable

types came to an end in Holland and Europe was indebted to

Maintz and Gutenberg for instrudion in the new art.
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rupftotEittatttJminue inDipinua

n imttfent Dt jpto mrtnipirc illo plu

nmao. Cpnaaut afapma cr nnuif

Iniia fmpra funrm htm rtgum iuca

ft ifra^.fgmrauitma afa aiinD iri

rtfimo noiiongmfui DolortprtJum

nrtjnnmtitTmio.Ttntrin infinniratt

fua qurftuu DnnirrrQ raagio m ratOi;

rotura ant ronhfua tft . JDoaniuinp

mm pmibuB fui6 1 monuuG tft ana

quaDrajjtfmiopnrao rrgtu fuirtt fir

prlimint rii in rrpulno fuo qii fottrat

fibim auirair CmiiO. pofutuinrqi rii

liiptr Irtulura fuu plmimi oroman;

buo 1 migttmB nirmnaie qiif rtant

pigHirranoru arttofctar-j rabuITfcut

liipr turn arabinont ramia.ATVL

I

--^\ rgnauiraurinfapbattuniBn?

I^^^pra ran mualuit ojiitra ifratjt

utbibuB luffi qut rtat mil art muriB:

pnfiQiac]; Dirpafuit in tttra m!B \ in

nuuanbuB rphraim quas crpcrat afa

pjtit fui6.it tiu tomm' rij 10 fap^r:

quia ambulauit in nua tBuiO pjms
tuipiimiB-monlpcTauit iii baaliin

frOm bra praia fuurt prrtpt m prtrt

ptiB illiuG 1 nan lurra pirata ifrafart.

tofinuduitq; DiiB ngnu \ nianu ti*:

1 ttOit onuiiB luDa rauiura lofaphir

fatftqjfuntnmhniir Diumf-rt ratta

glona . funn< ruinpriiltr coi ruiB au^

I)adani-,4pttr dmb bni:raam tralTa

rtluroBttuiaablhilit.Icmo aumu
nnno rrgni fui inifit Dr pnnnpibua
liiiBtaiaih obDiami;atbanam-tt
nartjanari i mirtjfani-ut Dornmt in

nuitatibuB iuDa n nira hb Imuae Ir

ranani i nattaniani ft jabafluima:

tabriip ^ rnniraramb tt lonattjanoj

Doniontq; 1 ttobiam rr mbJboniatn

Iniuaa : itmm ne rtifanui ti ioram

raitrOoms. j>ocTtiatq^ )p&n in hiDa-

babnnro libru IrgiB Domini : i tuctu.

ibant nindas uubns lubaratq; nubi.

tbampDpulu.ltaqifdduetftpQuoi .

DDimnifupir niuiartgna rttrau-qut

ttampn g^-nim iutEnrc aubrbatW
Ian ranna lofaptat. S^rii it pbiliftn-

lofaplpi raunrra trfctTbat--j untigoi

argmn.Brabnj qunqt iibDuctbant

pmra anmiftpttmilia ftpniigftoB-

\ IjirtDB rontmi. tcniit rrp lofap^t

n magnificat* rft ufqi i fublimr:aiq!

rbifitauitiniuDa Domos aD luBac

mrtium Dittfq; rauratasn mulra it

pna panauit m urbibue iuba. 13in

quoq-. bllamn^ \ cobu&i trant i ib^
rufalmi:quoc iBt nurarifp ODrana

atq; familiaa rmguloium. in luba

pnntrpctTtTctiiortinae buntr turn

10 robuBilTimoru nin tromta niilio.

poft bunt lotpnnan pnnftpc:rr cu

CO DuttntaDduaguita nulla. poBil
lum q'; ainafiao hli' ictbn touaatu''

lDmino:ct tu co bucmra milm dicob

fanium.t]unc frqucbatur robuQus
abpctliariiaca.ftcumn) cmmnu ar

mm ct tliptum bucmta mi!ia.poft

iftii cnj iDzatHb:i tu to cmtuoitDOm

ra milia trpttlitocuni milinim.l]i| o>

rant? ttat aD mauum rcgiB:ttTtpna

ali)g quoo pofuctat in uttibua mu'
ranB • rtm uniutifo mDa.,\V J 1

1

'T^uit ttgo lofupbat Diura i iraltJ

^^—^ niB mulmra:i affinitatt town
' iluBtftaibab:bffrmDiii)!poftanoa

aD turn in famana'ti. rlD tuiua aD-

uratum maitauit attpb antno i bO'

utaplunmoe tpn pipu'.Q q Tintcat

cum CO : pfuafuq; illi ui afctnDftit m
TOmotb gaiaab . Cirnqt acbab rtt

ilira^ ab loriiptBttrgcnuulB.tJnu

nmumm comott) galaob . Cm lUt

PLATE I.

Page from Gutenberg's 42-line Bible, generally recognized as the

first book printed from movable types



Ue cffbomin^iefue cil

ifcipiifie fuie ftane tojiente

ce5joj)^S6iemt:oitu6if^que intxou

uit ipfe c bifcipufi due* ^ctc6atau

teti) (ziuSaequi ttadtdat mtt) iocH:

quiafcequcntecicfue cSuencta^ ^f=3orepi?oocfa0eftre

fuc cu^ bifcipufie fuie . ^uSae etgorSfofu'^f'
curtj accepij[ee co^oitcn) a F"^,fi«=iXx^S1Ja
6u6 tt p^acifeie minifltoe: ^tnit if= auoit aiiebic uenoit

fuc cil fatetnie/ct faciBue ctatmie*
^^^'^ "^*^ ^^^ *°'

^efueitaq^ifcicne omnia qticSetu

racrantfupeceun) pioceflTiCctbi^if

cie^jIDuen) queritie'^KefpoitSemnt

tu §cfiin) na^atcnii* iDi^it eie fe^

fus^iggo fun) 4>tt*6<*^ autttt) tt in

5a6 qui tm%z%at mtt) cvi ipfie ^t
ctgo bi^it ei6 ego fil: a6iemt tefroj=

furt) ee ccddaut in tmm* 3^^^^ Kfi^STi
ergo intertogauiteoe.^ucn) queti|^;f^«^^g«j

f16^ Qffft autz bi^erilt* 9[efum na^ia au paa £tiutcopt»«
-?^ t,^ <- ^«'^ ?t V %«»' ' <7 <?' tent tout kcasJDoo

Unn* UefpOUlt ^eJUS. ©mSODiecegrat bieiewr pios

CC53.

K^'-»:- J.liJS:*I«S!lK

PLATE II.

Illustrated book printed on vellum by Vostre and Pigouchet (France) about 1480
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There is no record of the birth ofJohann Gutenberg, but

it is presumed he was born about the year 1399. His parents,

Frielo Gensfleisch and Else Gutenberg, were of the nobihty.

In accordance with a custom of the time, Johann, orJohn, was

permitted to take his mother's family name so that it would

not become extinft. When Gutenberg was twenty-five years

of age he discovered a new method of making looking-glass

and with others, who furnished the necessary capital, engaged

in this business for some years. All this time, Gutenberg had

the idea of movable types in mind, which probably ocairred

to him while pouring melted lead or tin over a glass plate, the

process by which German mirrors were then made.

Between the years 1442 and 1448 very little is known of

Gutenberg's life except that in the latter year he returned to

his native city of Maintz. Here he made such great progress

in his work that he was in a position to borrow 1600 guilders

from John Fust, a shrewd local goldsmith, to whom he gave

a mortgage on nearly all of his tools and materials as security.

In 1455 Fust decided to dissolve his business connexion with

Gutenberg and demanded payment on his advances, knowing

that Gutenberg could not refund the money. The matter was

taken into court and a decision was rendered in Fust's favor,

nearly all the type, presses and materials being turned over to

him. It is from the records of this suit that we find Gutenberg

first printed from separate metal types from 1450 to 1455.

Although Gutenberg lost nearly all he had, he at once set

up another establishment, but never afterward produced any

work the equal of his first bible. In 1465 he was appointed a

courtier at the court of Archbishop Adolph II. and received

annually a suit of livery and an allowance of corn and wine.

He died, however, poor and friendless, in February, 1468.
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The art of printing spread comparatively fast into France.

DeVinne says that by 1500 there were or had been sixty-nine

printers in France, forty of whom worked at Lyons. Michael

Friburger, who began to print at Paris in 1469, is one of the

mo§t famous of these early printers of France. Paris owes its

typographical fame, however, to the development ofwhat has

been charaaerized the illustrated hookpar excellence. Beginning

in the year 1480, and continuing for some years after, Antoine

Verard, Simon deVostre, Phillippe Pigouchet (Plate II,opp.p.2 7)

and Thielman Kerver produced a series of romances, books of

hours and other works, handsomely printed in black and red

from gothic type faces and lavishly decorated with engraved

borders, as were the old illuminated manuscripts.

Nor have all prominent early printers identified with the

gothic style of type face been mentioned. A more piduresque

figure does not appear in the history of the printing art than

William Caxton. The wide use given this great man's name in

connection with printing offices and typographical societies

was suggested and is justified by the faft that we owe to him

the first book printed in English. In England alone, of all the

European countries, the first book was printed in vernacular;

in all others the first books were in the Latin language.

William Caxton was born "in Kente in the weald"(woody

part) about 1423, and at an early age was apprenticed to a silk

merchant of London. Before Caxton's apprenticeship ended

he settled at Bruges, and on its conclusion established himself

in that city as a merchant. Here he met with such rapid and

liberal success that in 1463 he was afting as the ofiicial head,

or governor, of the English merchants in that city. Caxton's

business and certain diplomatic duties did not interfere with

the development of his pronounced literary proclivities. His

r^s*-? 28 1-^^^
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translations from French literature gained for Caxton a wide

notoriety. In faa, his desire to multiply copies of a translation

of "Le Recueil des Histoires de Troye" (published, according

to his biographer, Blades, in 1474) influenced him to take up

printing.To this end he induced Colard Mansion, a manuscript

writer who had learned the art, and the mystery at that time,

of casing types and printing from them, to instrua him. The

printing of "Le Recueil des Histoires de Troye" was finished

at Cologne, after which, in the year 1477, Caxton established a

printing plant at Westminster, where he published the works

of English poets, notably Chaucer, Gower and Mallory.

Caxton used a unique and peculiar gothic type resembling

the handwriting then in use (Plate III, opp. p. 30). He was an

extraordinarily exact sort of person, although, in the order of

his work, proofreading was the last process; a favorite method

was to print a book and then correft the faults by hand with

red ink. Caxton founded a school of printing which, following

his death, was maintained by his assistants, Wynken deWorde
and Richard Pynson, also prominent in the early development

of the craft. It is quite probable that the name Old English is

applied to gothic types because types of this persuasion were

used by Caxton and other early English printers.

Because gothic represents a distinctive form of letter and

since no less an authority than William Morris declared that

the Gutenberg bible had never been surpassed, the importance

of this form of letter in the story of type faces is manifest. In

faft, Morris, himself, employed a gothic type face on some of

his most notable books. This letter, the well known Troy type

(Plate IV, opp. p. 31), was of a round and open form, in fact,

more like Ratdolt's than Gutenberg's. The Satanick type face,

still occasionally used, is a copy of Morris' Troy type.

29
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Erhard Ratdolt, it is here apropos to state, was one of the

most interesting figures in the history ofVenetian typography.

Between the years 1476 and 1488 he produced one of the mo§t

magnificent typographical series in the annals of the craft. A
specimen sheet of Ratdolt's type faces, issued in i486, contains

examples of ten diflferent gothic forms, three kinds of roman

and one of Greek. A seaion of this broadside is here shown

foleitifliniupzeclaro ingenio ^ mini
fica aite:quaoUmBencni0e]cceUiiit
ceieb:9tifriniu6*0n imperiaUnunc
vrbe raugufle ^oinMicoTi ton^atirti

me impicffioni &eJ)iu2lrinoq5 tsUw

:a p:ili0 S&it)ere/elici compicmt^
Specimen of gothic letter from type broadside of Erhatd Ratdolt

issued at Augsburg in i486

in reduced size and very plainly indicates the inspiration for

the Troy type of William Morris. Ratdolt, whose types were

similar to those of Nicholas Jenson, ofwhom we will treat at

some length in the next chapter, and Wendelin de Speyer, is

not only credited with the earliest genuine instance of printing

in colors, but with being the first publisher to issue his works

in paper covers with an exterior imprint. He is also credited

with being the first to use typographic ornaments.

With respect to the employment of gothic type in modern

printing the main thing to state is use it sparingly. A cover or

other simple display form may occasionally be set wholly in

it, provided, of course, the subjed is in keeping. Gothic is the

logical letter to use on work of an ecclesiastical nature and is
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fasting of i^ 6>^g*g ^^ fc»nt>;> o^e^^ ^w i^ f^li/^^nz ^f

jBt^5&'feCL^9"5lxr mm ic^mimbua feUaj; tlla

^Lmdylb?rwmttcatiic. ^iimftiliixt cum ftoiKot^
e.^''~J(^( for flc mcc6c a<s i^u f^U nU tC«tt«t) qiiob? f^fc,

,

J^,^^5tB.%( ;][
ftwaj) Ipn^cfciBfe fofoifc a^cnfi fbt^mf^ge(

^

ti'g^ 5005c (^n6 of m«t)*(: f^( t» KC^^jj f^ ^t feff opot^t^

g XB^ f^ '^jfcoucrif5 ^t ftonft (t f^^rt^ ^t man«e/|3tt^

a tBon^t e^^ ;)?i?fJa 6) feffi^j (0:ifbre5»t€(5e>««? ^ ^»?

pGfetj mj fcn(cntt tSi'^^ tSos^je/^c ;) 5cmc(^(»n6:ario9

fc:t6itte ypfe^^ mo« 6? met) (^ij foxhind ^fonait/fbc flffi

% ^^2^5 (pf«8:ft of XB«ffufttC«^8«c( fbrfo^^ confran'cufc

fojtune i& «« ffia;? foe^frtfie/te6nt) f^ rr;:G:c^l3 ^t fcff Ipn?

fbfG« /"tr^ con^mi^ fbidmf fcc^B^ ttfism^ia6(c fojftme

Bfjn^K^^ tSt^^ (^ &aufe of ^t fiffc goooc« <^ r>ie:o of

fbfCcc (^^ Ipfct) f)j>i) tt^ eon^wtpe fbi(une 'SJnBjnvtt^^

^))) ^lii) 8J (^ Qnoff^ng^ of ftcef XCc(<fufnf«^ C^mtV
aB& fbi^ne matf^oJS fccj; affi tBctg tB^n^^ (t fCoffimj att^2

<wtf w^fGnoCjjng^ of ^t fcffe , "^^ contrar^e fbtiunJ

^^H

^

PLATE 111.

Reproduaion of an original leaf from William Caxton's Boethius tie Consolatione, 1479



neae BeeYNNecn cne pROLoee of syn 7or)H|s fRois-
|SHRC Of rne cnRo^acLes of faqaivce. iNetHNoe, hisd

Cf>HC the honoMblc and noble .iventurco of^
Pe-itia of armcG. donc& achvucd bv the wjitco
of frauncc and IngUndc. Ghuldc noUblv be
inrcgistcrcd. .ind put in pcrpctuall mcmorv.
whcrcbv the prove SihJrdvmjy h.iue cnsam-
plc to mcouMgc them in thcyr wcU dovnor, T
avrlohan frot Ga-irt.TPvll treat :indrccordc An
bi?6torvcf great louage and prcvoc: but, or I

bcgvn.l require rhc s-iuvourofall the worldc.
who of nothytig created .il thyngcG, that he
wvll gyuc mc suchc gr.uc and vndcrstand-
Vng. that 1 may con tinuc and pcrocucr in such
wyec.th^t who oo this proceorcdcth or hercth.
mav talic pastauncc. pleasure, and cno.iumplc
j6?ltifl fl,iidof troutb. that albuvldyngce arc

maooncd & vrroughtc of dvucroc etoneo.and
all great ryueroarc gurgcdandaoDcmblcdcof
divcTO surgcaandoprvngcsof Tcatcrrin lyl^C'

wyac all ocicnce3 are crtraught & compiled of
diucrac dcrheo. of that one wrvtcth. another
paraOenture t9 ignorant : but bv the famoua
\vrvtTngofauncicnt auc tours, all ihyngiabcn
Jtnowcn in one pUcc or other.

^^^^hHI^ to attaygnc to the mater that X
ffcJ^ hauc cntrepriscd, 1 wyll begvn, fyrst.
f?te%C by the grace of God and the blessed
Tirgyn our Lady Saynt ^lary, from whom all

comfort and consolation procedcth.and <ryH
take my foundation out of the true croniclcs
somrymc compyled by the rigtit rcuercnd,
discrete and sagcmaistcrlohan Li 0elC,80m-
tymc chanonm Saint Lambartis of Liege,who
vptth good hcrte & due diligence dyd his true
dcuourc in wrytyng this noble cronicic, and
dydconrvnuc tt all his lyfes days, in folowyng
the trouth as nerc as he myght, to his great
charge and coste in achvng to procure and to
hauc the pcrfigbt knowledge thereof. P*c was

also in his lyfes days welbeloued.and of the
secret counsayU with the lord« sir ^ohan of
f\iynaultc,whcis oftenrcmembKd.aa reason
requyretb, here after (n this bohe : forof many
fayrc & noble auentureo he was chieft causer.
& to th« h\Tig right nigh, & by whose meanco
the said syrlohan la Bclc mygfit well Nnovce
and here of many dyucrs noble dedes. t^hc
^hiche here after shal be declared.

^^^ROCtChitis.tliatlwhohavcentTCpri
Jl^^^sed this bohetoordeync for pleasure
^•^s=sl/ and pastauncc, to the TOhiche alwaycs
IhaiJe been inelvned. & for that intent 1 hauc
folowed and frequented the company of dy-
ucrse noble & great lordcs.ao well in fraunce,
Inglandc. and ScotUnde, as in diucrse other
countries, and have had knowledge by them,
and alwaycs to my power iuoriy haue inquired
f^rthe trouth of thcdcdis of warrc and auen-
turcs that haue fallen, and specully aytb the
great batell of poytyers. where as the noble
hynge 7'^han of francc was takyn prisoner.
as before that tymelwaabut of a yongcagc
or mdcrstand-yng ^ fiowc be it \ toke it on
mc aasoonc as 1 come from scole, to wrytc
andrecifc th« sayd bokc, 6 bare the same com.
pylcdintolngLind.andpresenicd the volume
thereof to my Lady phclyppc of Rrynaulie,
noble quenc of Inglandc, who rig.St amyably
receyvedit tomygreatprofitc&ayauTKcmcnt.
.^^^^I^JlSD it may be so, that the same boke
3j^tt '9 "at as yet cxamyned ncr corrected
^iffif so iustelf as suchc a case requyretb: ^
for fcatia of armcs dcrely bought (x achyued.
the honortherofought tobegyuenfitruiydC'
uidedlothemtl^tby prowesihard trauaylc
haue dcscrued i tjfiPtberfore to acquyte mc in

thatbibalfc,& in folowyng the trouth as near
as I can. 1 ^ohan froiasart have entrepiraed \
this hystory on the fbrsaid ordimauncc& true "^

fundacion, at the instaunce and request of .:

dcre lordc of myn, Robert of jSamu re, knight,
lorde of 8cwft>rt. to -whom cntierty 1 owe loue \
and obeysaunce. & 0od graunt nw to do that
(hyng that may be to his ptc^isurc. Hmen.
f^cre spckcthc the auctour of duche ao were
moat valiant knyghtis to be made mcncionof
in thio bokc. CapiruloIl.^Ei*^~^-aCx^^^L noble hcrtm. to en.

^^ tf] corage&toshcwcihcm
"wl\ r; cnsampU and mater of

;! honour, I Syr "^ohann

froissart bcgvnnc to
spekc after the true re*

portandrelationof my
master "^ohan la Bete.

somtymc Chanon of
Sayntc Lambcrtis of

PLATE IV.

Specimen page showing the Troy type of William Morris with decoration

characteristic of the work of that famous craftsman
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thoroughly appropriate for various reasons. It was the letter

used at a time when comparatively few people could read or

write and when praftically nothing but books conneaed with

the church were produced. Gothic, moreover, is a serious sort

of letter, a letter used at a time when the great percentage of

the lettering was executed by monks who made of the art a

lifetime's labor of love and who dedicated their endeavors in

a spirit akin to worship. Custom, suggested by the manuscript

writers' praaice of lining their work with color, suggests the

quite general praaice of printing horizontal rules and maltese

crosses in red on church programs and the like today.

If results are to be satisfactory with the gothic type faces,

certain considerations governing their use should be carefully

regarded. The first essential of a gothic line or page is that it

must be of uniform color. Spacing, therefore, must be carefiilly

done. Gothic type does not permit of the slight variations in

space between words that may "pass" in a roman composition,

although uneven word spacing must be recognized as a fault

regardless of the form of type used. Specifically, the amount of

space between the different words should be approximately

the same as the space between the vertical strokes of the lower

case charafters. In general, the less white space the better the

appearance of a gothic page, the beauty of which depends on

general blackness. With these thoughts in mind, leading the

lines should be avoided and thin spaces used between words.

The rich, even tone so desirable in a gothic page is lost when
spots of white, caused by uneven spacing, appear.

<>*-> 3 1^-^*^
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V Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, patientia Wnostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor iste tuus elu-

det? quern ad finem sese effrenata jactabit au-

X dacia? nihilne te noctumum praesidium palatii. Ynihil urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil con-
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Chapter IV. Cloi^er Old Style

)RINTING achieved a mighty step when ItaHan

printers during the latter part of the fifteenth

century began to employ the roman style of

letter in their books.The development of this

cleared of all styles and the tendency toward

smaller and less expensive books stimulated

a wider reading on the part of the masses and accelerated the

movement of civilization to higher standards,which marvelous

typesetting machines and our equally marvelous presses have

multiplied a hundred-fold. Because the roman style of type has

maintained for nearly five hundred years in the more advanced

countries-except Germany, where gothic remains in general

use-the achievement of these Italian printers ranks second in

importance only to the invention of movable types.

Cloister Old Style, without doubt one of the most popular

type faces available today-as well as one of the best-is, in its

inception, the most venerable roman. It is, in fad, a faithful

copy of the type which Nicholas Jenson, most notable of all

the fifteenth century Venetian masters, employed for his justly

famous Eusebius of 1470.Jenson's high position of honor in the

history of the craft is merited by the fact that, in addition to

being one of the first two who used roman types, his letters are

regarded the most beautiful of all the early designs.

The first book produced in Italy was the work of the two

Germans, Conrad Sweynheim and Arnoldus Pannartz, who are

said to have been employed by Fust, successor to Gutenberg, at

Maintz. In 1465, from the Benedidine Monastery at Subiaco,
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a village fifty miles from Rome, they issued a Lactantius (Plate

V. opposite), using a semi-roman letter having several gothic

features. They moved to Rome in 1467 and three years later

issued their famous Suetonious. On this they used a fine roman

letter based upon the letter forms which were then quite the

fashion among Italian manuscript writers.

The first printer at Venice, known to this day as the source

of the most beautiful early printed books, was John de Spira

(Speyer),who arrived from Germany in 1469. His was the first

pure roman type face and its clarity and beauty influenced the

College of Venice to confer upon him the exclusive privilege

of printing the Letters of Cicero and the Natural History of

Pliny. Spira, whose type conforms to the weight of the letter

known to present-day printers as Old Style Antique, was first

to use a diredion word at the bottom of the page.

John de Spira died in 1470, when his brother, Wendelin,

succeeded him in business, though not receiving the exclusive

privileges. Presumably in consequence of the field thus being

thrown open, Nicholas Jenson, a Frenchman, began to print at

Venice. His idea was to make type that would match the work

of the scribes ofmanuscript books. His roman type was similar

to Spira's but so far superior that he has come down the years

credited with the perfedion, if not the invention, of the true

classical roman. Jenson's type, cast in 1470, on which Cloister

is based, completely defeated the gothic in Italy.

The achievement of Nicholas Jenson in cutting punches

for the most beautiful type face of the fifteenth century seems

a logical development. An expert engraver and master of the

French mint at Tours, Jenson was the logical choice of King

Charles VII. as emissary to Maintz to learn the wonderful new
and supposedly secret art and bring its benefits back to France.
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"V WAS IN SEPTEMBER, IN A TINY SUS

I sex town which I had not quitted since the out^

I break of the war, Si where the advent of our first

A handfiil of fugitives before the warning of Louvain

6i Aerschott SiTermonde ai Dinanthad just been announced.

Our small hilUtop city, covering the steep sides of the compact

pedestal crowned by its great church, had reserved a refuge

at its highest point; and we had waited all day, from occasional

train to train, for the moment at which we would attest our hospi^

tality. It came at last, but late in the evening, when a vague outside

rumour called me to my doorstep, where the unforgettable impres*

sion at once assaulted me. Up the precipitous little street that led

from the station, over the old grass.'grown cobbles where vehicles

rarely pass, came the panting procession of the homeless and their

comforting, almost clinging entertainers, whoseemed to hurry them

on as in a sort of overflow of expression of the fever of charity. It

was swift 6i eager, in the autumn darkness and under the flare of

a single lamp—with no vociferation and, but for a woman's voice,

scarce a sound save the shuffle of mounting feet &i the thick^drawn

breath of emotion. The note I except, however, was that of a young

mother carrying her small child &i surrounded by those who bore

her on and on, almost lifting her as they went together. The reson^

ance through our immemorial old street of her sobbing &i sobbing

cry was the voice itself of history ; it brought home to me more

things than I could then quite take the measure of, and these just

because it expressed for her not direct anguish, but the incredibi^

lity, aswho should say, of honest assured protection. Months have

elapsed, and from having been then one of a few hundred she is

now one of scores 6i scores of thousands : yet her cry is still in my
ears, whether to speak most of what she had lately or of what she

actually felt ; and it plays, to my own sense, as a great fitful, tragic

light over the dark exposure of her people.

PLATE V.

Ashendene, private font of St. John Hornby, of England, modeled upon the

haif-roman and half-gothic type of the Lactanlius of Sweynheim

and Pannartz (Subiaco, Italy, l465j
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He started on his great mission in 1458 and three years later

returned successful, only to learn that King Charles was dead

and his successor was not interested. Fully nine years elapsed

between his return to France and his arrival at Venice.

In the preparation of his type Jenson is said to have cut

but one set ofpunches, the cutting being so well accomplished

that he concluded no changes were necessary. Analyzed closely,

and particularly when compared with the more perfealy cast

types of the present day, his charaders are found by no means

perfect, as reference to Plate VI. (opposite) demonstrates. Many
maintain, however, if they were perfect the effect would not be

so good, but a lot of this is imagination. Students of the art of

letters also tell us that type which is too ideal in its perfedion

of line is not an ideal type, and that the good effect of type in

mass depends to some extent upon pleasing variations in, and

consequent "movement" of, the different parts.

Jenson cast only one size of his roman (sixteen point), the

rather large size being made so that it would conform with his

idea that the maximum amount of white paper space should

appear through the open parts of the letters. On that account

Jenson's type was known as "white letter," though, as a book

type, we would now consider it rather heavy.

Incidentally, Jenson employed a gothic type, which some

writers say did not contribute to his reputation, but in the use

of which others maintain he was remarkably skillful.

Being less decorative and therefore more legible than the

gothic letter, Jenson's roman permitted the use of capitals for

headings. The colophon, father of the title page, was composed

by Jenson wholly in capitals. Opened with considerable space

between lines this colophon is said to have been the first page

of display composition, so we owe something more toJenson.
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For its value on that account, and as representing a milestone

in the development of the art of typography, this colophon is

reproduced below. It is interesting to note that the books of

Jenson do not contain the charaders
J, U and W, these not

having been added until after he died in 1481, honored and

rich. His printing establishment passed first to an association

and then to Aldus Manutius, who in 1494 began to use a type

Cprobi aemilh de virorvm excellent

tivm vita per.m.nicolavm lenson

venetiis opvs foelicuer impressvm

est anno a christ! incarnatione.

M.CCCCLXXI , Vni.IDVS MARTIAS.

Nicholas Jensen's colophon, predecessor of the title page

and the first instance of display typography

face of his own designing, though similar to Jenson's. Many
critics acclaim Aldus' Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (1499) the most

beautiful of all the early Italian illustrated volumes, and a type

face based on that used for this book, known as Poliphilus, has

recently been brought out by the English monotype company.

Hundreds of years elapsed before the influence ofJenson

was again felt to any degree. Late in the nineteenth century,

however, William Morris, English publicist and multi-sided

craftsman, declared no good printing had been done since the

fifteenth century. The roman types in use v/ere thin and weak,

and especially irritating when printed on smooth paper.

After a long study of many fifteenth century books, Morris

declared that the type ofJenson was the best ever produced.

His opinion was stated in the famous "Note byWilliam Morris

on His Aims in Founding the Kelmscott Press," from which
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we quote: "Next, as to type. By instina rather than conscious

thinking it over, I began by getting myself a fount of roman

type. And, here, ju^ what I wanted was a letter pure in form;

severe, without needless excrescences; solid, but without the

thickening and thinning of line, which is the essential fault of

the ordinary roman type, and which makes it difficult to read,

and not compressed laterally, as all later type has grown to

be. There was only one source from which to take examples

of this perfected roman type, to wit, the works of the great

Venetian printers of the fifteenth century, of whom Nicholas

Jenson produced the most and completest roman charaaers."

Morris did not, however, take this type in its entirety, but

had enlarged photographs prepared from it and arranged the

details to conform to his own ideas. The result was the Golden

type (PlateVII.opp.p. 38) so named because first used on "The

Golden Legend." The Cloister is a much better adaptation of

Jenson's type; the Golden is a stronger face and the serifs are

considerably larger. Morris did not understand roman design

as he did gothic, for which he had a very decided preference

and which accounts for the faft that his Troy and Chaucer are

regarded the finest gothics of modern time.

American type founders were quick to reproduce Morris'

Golden type, marketing it as Jenson and Kelmscott. The use

of the style became so wide-spread that, despite its superiority

over the thin modern styles that started William Morris on his

reformation, the public soon tired of it. The continued use of

a type based on Jenson's was postponed because type makers

copied Morris' interpretation of it and did not go direftly back

to Jenson. Far better interpretations, for private presses, were

made by Bruce Rogers (Plate VIII. opp. p. 38), Frederic Goudy
and others. It was a red-letter day, in 1914, when the American
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Type Founders Company announced Cloister Old Style. The

genius of its designer, Morris Benton, is refleaed in every detail

of this handsomest ofVenetian faces. Smoother, more graceful

and more stylish by far than the Golden type, the movement

from the stiff, mechanical style toward interesting and legible

forms is admirably represented by Cloister.

Venetian type faces are old style designs of modified serif

formation. The serifs are strong without appearing heavy; they

contribute to the capitals a pleasing effea of squareness. The
lower-case is well proportioned, although somewhat wide of

roeABC
(A) Charaaeristic extension of serif to right in Cloister Old Stj'le,

a detail, also, of Jenson's; (B) Slant of heavy lines to left in round letters;

(C) Diagonal stroke of the lower-case "e"

measure, and is both regular and dignified. Clarity, mellowness

of form and uniformity of tone, all are definite charafteristics

ofJenson's type, consequently of Cloister. SomeJenson details

employed with fine effea in Mr. Benton's handsome letter are

the diagonal stroke of the" e," the inclination to the left of the

heavy lines of capital "O" (also lower-case "o") and the greater

extension of the serifs to the right than to the left. Ascenders

and descenders are unusually long, hence the body is relatively

small. Before discounting Cloister's legibility on that account,

remember, the letters are round and that they labor under no

handicap through weakness of their thinner lines. Cloister is

a close-fitting, "elastic" letter and, so, covers a lot of ground,

although conforming better to wide than narrow pages.

Cloister Old Style Italic is based on the italic cast by Aldus

Manutius in 1501 (Plate IX. opp. p. 39), but which it does not

follow as closely as the roman does Jenson's face. Some writers



HE holy and blessed doctour saynt Jerom,
sayth thys auctoryte,Doalweyesomme good
werke, to thendc that the dcuyl fyndc the

not ydle.And the holy doctour sayntaustyn
sayth in the book of the labour of monkes,
that no man stronge or myghty to laboure

oughttobeydle. Forwhich causewhanlhad
parfournied& accomplisshed dyuerswerkys
and hystoryes translated outoffrensshe in to

englyssheat the requestc of certeyn lordes,

ladyes and gentylmen, as thystorye ofthe recuyel ofTroye, the book
of the chesse, the hystorye ofJason, the hystorye of the myrrour of

the world, the xv bookes of Metamorphoseos, in whyche been con^

PLATE VII.

The Golden type of Morris, modeled after Jenson's

DANTE IS WELCOMED BY HIS
ANCESTOR,CACCIAGUIDA.CAO
CIAGUIDA TELLS OF HIS FAM.
ILY AND OF THE SIMPLE LIFE
OF FLORENCE IN OLD DAYS.

CANTO XV.

BENIGN will, wherein the

love which righteously in^

spires always manifests itself,

as cupidity does in the evil

will, imposed silence on that

sweet lyre, & quieted the holy strings which
the right hand of heaven slackens & draws
tight. How unto just petitions shall those

substances be deaf, who, in order to give me
wish to pray unto them, were concordant in

silence .> Well is it that he endlessly should
grieve who, for the love of thing which en^

dures not eternally, despoils him of that love.

As, through the tranquil and pure evening
skies, a sudden fire shoots from time to time,

moving the eyes which were at rest & with

PLATE VIII.

Bruce Rogers' Montaigne type, also inspired by Nicholas Jensen
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PLATE IX.

The famous italic of Aldus Manutius, Venice, 1501.

From his edition of Statuis
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who express admiration for the Cloister roman letter are not

so enthusiastic about the italic, but it is really quite consistent,

although the a, s, v and w might be replaced to advantage.

Cloister Old Style establishes beauty in the best printing. It

is so handsome a letter that we are offended when we find it

on throwaways and such, where sturdy workers like Bookman
and Century seem right at home. For an announcement of a

classic order, for booklets on subjeas of a chaste character, the

Cloisters make a mighty fine appearance, especially on antique

deckled-edge paper. It is also quite at home on smooth paper,

in fact is better adapted to both than most other types.

The roman suggests craftsmanship: the artist who works

with metals and jewels, fabrics, laces and the like. The italic

suggests feminine capriciousness in its love for flourishes and

curls. Cloister Bold is regarded by many the finest bold face

type now available; certainly it is one of the best three. Old

style and bold-the Cloister family, in fad-are just about ideal

in advertising typography, lending form and force to a page

hardly duplicated by any other type face. Indeed, it has a wide

range and, like Caslon, seems apropos on anything good.

For announcements, title pages and display lines Cloister

Title and Bold Title (capitals only) are often ideal, permitting

lines to be pleasingly grouped without excess space between

them because the shoulder is eliminated. The forty-eight point

Title is equivalent to the seventy-two point Old Style.

With Cloister Old Style and its italic "old style" figures are

furnished, but with the bold and its companion, lining figures

are included in the fonts. However, lining figures for the old

style and "old style" figures for the bold are available as extra

fonts, as are also fraaions, cent and per cent marks.
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*GARAMONT
Lansfon Monotype Machine Company

ABCDEFGH
IJKLMNOP
QRS TUVWX

Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina,

patientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam
furor iste tuus eludet? quern ad finem
sese effrenata jactabit audacia? nihilne

te nocturnum praesidium palatii, ni- ^
I hil urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, Q

nihil consensus bonorum omnium, ni-

hil hie munimissimus habendi senatus

^ locus, nihil horum ora vultusque mo- «^ verunt? patere tua consilia non sentis? /
-sJtwelve pointJis-

3 Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, -pa- Q
tientia nostral quamdiu nos etiam juror

iste tuus eludetl quem ad finem sese effre-4nata jactabit audacial nihilne te noctur- /-n

num praesidium palatii, nihil urbis vigi- j/
liae, nihil timor populi, nihil consensus

bonorum omnium, nihil hie munimissimus

5 habendi senatus locus , nihil horum ora vul- Q
tusque moveruntl patere tua consilia non

abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvAvxyz

*TA« text of this volume is set in another version of the type of Claude Garamond

that of the American Type Founders Company



Chapter V. Garamond

j^gRANGE achieved the ascendenqr in the art of

making books wlien Aldus Manutius died.

French printers had persistently clung to the

gothic type style for quite a few years after

the roman form supplanted it among Italian

typographers. Credit for the supremacy that

France attained was largely due Geoffroy Tory, a leader of the

Renaissance in France, a university professor, artist, designer

and printer who set out to place French on an equal footing

with Latin and Greek as a language of culture.

In 1529 Tory produced his well-known "Champ Fleury" in

three volumes, the second of which contains "the invention of

antique letters and the proportionate coincidence thereofwith

the natural body and face of the pcrfed: man." The publication

of "Champ Fleury" led to the gradual decline of the gothic in

France and brought into use a finely remodeled roman.

Our story of the Garamond type begins, therefore, amid

interesting circumstances, and is of interest, as well, because it

chronicles a change in taste regarding type faces. Geoffroy Tory

inspired-some state that he actually designed-the first old style

roman. True, we designate Cloister an old style letter, and it is

so named. For all pradical purposes it is properly called "old

style" to distinguish it from the "modern" form of the roman.

However, Cloister is more closely defined as Venetian. There

is, fiirthermore, another variant among roman types that are

not modern, known as Incunabula, of which there is no need

for fijrther consideration here, even if space permitted it.



In time Garamond established his own typefoundry, the

first in the world, by the way, which was not an adjunft of a

printing plant. Guillaume le Be, an apprentice of Garamond,

started the second foundry in Paris about 1552, to which he

added many of Garamond's matrices upon the latter's death in

1561. Four generations of Le Be continued to use the punches

and matrices of Garamond, and Ambroise Firmin Didot tells

La decouverte de La decouverte de

rimprimerie separe I'imprmerk separe. le

le monde ancien du monde anden du monde

monde moderne. moderne,

Firmin Didot. Firmin Didot.

Roman and italic fonts cut by Garamond, Paris, about 1520

From a specimen in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
Compare with the modern version, particularly the lower-case "a"

US that in 1780 the Garamond punches and matrices, were in

the foundry of the Fourniers, which had succeeded the Le Be

typefoundry in 1730. The Garamond types fell into disuse and

gradually disappeared as a result of the somewhat condensed

face introduced by Philippe Grandjean, one of the forerunners

of the "modern" style of letter, sometimes credited with being

the original of that form. How many roman and italic fonts

Garamond made is not known and none seems to be clearly

authenticated, save those cut about 1540, and generally known
as "caraBers de rUniversite," which furnished the model for the

present series. The French national printing office, which was

organized at the instance of Cardinal Richelieu, employed the

cara^ers de I'Universite in its first book, which was printed in



ADINVICTISS.
&potcntiis.principcm,
FRANCISCVM C HR I S TI ANI S S.

Rcgem Franciz^G.Budzi Confiliarii ciufdem Regis,

fiipplicumque libellorum in rcgia magiftri : in libros

Dc trafitu Hellcnifmi ad Chriftianifmum.Prifado.

Itcrarum humanarum Audio,

artiumquc Iibcralium ac ciuili-

um quoquo modo dcfundus:

Francifcc Rex Chriftianiffimc:

adlitcras diuinaslongclibcrali

ores animum conucrterc no ita

pridcm pcrrexeram. Hoc autcm

genus philofophi.T, non mortis

tantum, vt olim fuit, inanis eft

commcntatio, fed theurgii multiplicispotius,&- admira-

dx contcmplatio, qua: immortalitatcm ccrtam mortaJi-

bus bcatitudine'mquc fcmpitcrnam mifcris, fide no dubia

pollicctur,comparatquc mirificc arqucbcnignifTimc. Cu
vcro illud prius ftudiu amorcm philologix hadcnus efTe

cxiftimarim, itaquc fempcr appcllauerim : ei vcro xtatis

annos florcntis atqucetiam vigcntis, ab incunrc non zttt

tula.non excuntc ab adolefccntia, fed ab iuuenturc dcmii

dcdcrim, ad hoc ipfc alteram ftudium, ferius quide quam
oportuit: fed tamcnaliquando tranfferreeundcm animii

concupiui: copias item ipfiusomnes, facultatcfquc tran-

fcribcrc.qualcs ills funt cunquc.Id dcmu reccptum volui,

cautumqlic diligentcr, nc mihi ncceffc eflet vfum &r con-

a.ii.

PLATE X.

Robert Esdenne page of 1535 featured by an initial of Geoffrey Tory's and

type which is presumed to have been cut by Claude Garamond

because it closely resembles his known work



PLATE XI.

Colophon page of Geoffrey Tory's Cbampfleury (1529), in which Tory

advocated roman capitals of strictly invariable proportions based on

the then accepted standard of excellence of the human figure
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1540, and continued to use them until the latter part of the

seventeenth century, when, as ju§t stated, they were discarded

in favor of the newer types of Grandjean.

The influence of Garamond across the channel in England

was potent, too, so we must turn back and proceed anew. Here

the gothic form of letter held sway considerably longer than

in France. Some roman of the Venetian form was introduced

into England as early as 1509 by Pynson, successor to Caxton,

but it was not until John Day, Royal Printer, cut his series of

type in 1572 that the roman really gained ascendancy. Day's

type was copied from a font cut in 1565 by Robert Granjon

for Plantin, and Granjon imitated Garamond's types.

Now, as to the present Garamond type. In his noteworthy

book, "Printing Types," D. B. Updike says: "Garamond is said

to have based his roman on Jenson's model, but on comparing

the two faces this appears untrue,Jenson, to whom more credit

has been given as a type designer than is perhaps his just due,

certainly cut the most successful letter that until that time had

appeared. But, as to design, it was chiefly a clever transcript of a

much more beautiful Humanistic hand. Garamond, in his new

roman, was no longer reproducing a manuscript, but creating

letters to be considered independently as types."

Stanley Morison, in Penrose's Annual, sets the Garamond

above Jenson and the Venetian form of letter. We quote him

as follows: "Garamond type is at any rate nearer the types of

our own time and, if only for that reason, is a better model

for modern printing than Jenson's can be. Indeed, in its weight

and thickness of line, in the openness and generous width of

the faces of the letters, and in the goodness of its design, this

revived Garamond type has several advantages over any other

letter within the reach of the printer today."

45



Garamond developed from the love for beauty stimulated

by the French Renaissance and fits into a pifture of luxury and

refinement. It is a "Tiffany" face; it suggests quality, dignity,

distinction and, in a measure, novelty. Garamond does not fit

in with "price" and must not, as one writer says, "be dragged

into the faaory and used as a work bench." It is feminine, and

in comparison with the Caslon we get the impression that it

is somewhat- just a little- affected, like a fine lady putting on

airs, but not sufficiently so to be displeasing.

Garamond's evenness of color throughout the font gives

it considerable value as book type. The moderately strong fine

lines tend to soften the effeft, which is decidedly agreeable to

many. Another point in Garamond's favor is that the smaller

sizes conform with the larger to better effect than in Caslon,

the smaller sizes ofwhich always seem small and cramped. On
the other hand, we believe that as a general thing Caslon is

more pleasing to the eye, whereas some of its frills may make

the Garamond less satisfactory as a steady diet.

A certain effect of strength, and consistency as well, adapts

Garamond no less successfully for fine display work. It is good

looking in the larger sizes as a result of pleasing design and

its somewhat decorative charafter, while the general effect of

freedom increases its effeaiveness in major display. There are

some charaaers, notably the lower-case "a," that do not wholly

please, but on the whole Garamond is unusually pleasing and

will distinguish much good printing for years to come.

With respect to the Garamond italic a fact of historical

significance should be mentioned. Garamond was the first to

mate his roman with a completely sympathetic italic, wholly

fit for companion use on a page. Garamond's italic was free

and quite fancy, more so than that of Aldus, on which it was
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based and to which it is more closely related than his roman

is to Jenson's. The present Garamond italics are considerably

more sedate than the original and so beautiful that many feel

they will be accorded an extent of use seldom applied to the

italic form. The swash charafters lend considerable variety to a

Garamond composition. The capitals slope at different angles

and when set with lower-case suggest a measure of restlessness.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
Above: 36-point Monotype Garamont; below: 36-point "Foundry" Garamond

To some this may seem objectionable, while to others it will

appeal as a delightful unconventionality. They are full of the

effect of movement, yet have an elegance and a precision that

are pleasing and instantly suggest their French origin.

Two versions of Garamond, "foundry" and monotype, are

available. The former was designed by Morris Benton, of the

American Type Founders Company, and the latter, known as

Garamont, by Frederic W. Goudy. The comparison of the two

made above is interesting. The monotype version, it is stated,

marks the beginning of a new era in machine faces. Mr. Goudy
designed these alphabets and the machine was made to fit the

type faces, obviating certain distortions that have necessarily

charafterized faces for machine composition in the past.
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CASLON OLD FACE
(Mergenthaler Linotype Company

ABCDEFGH
I J K L M N O P

QRSTUVWX
Y
1

2

Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina,

patientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam

furor iste tuus eludet? quern ad finem

sese eflfrenata jactabit audacia? nihil-

ne te nocturnum praesidium palatii,

nihil urbis vigiliae, nihil timor pop-

ulij nihil consensus bonorum omni-

Z
6

7

3

4

5

14 POINT

Quousque tandem abutere^ Catilina^

patientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam

furor iste tuus eludet? quern, adftiiem^

sese efrenata jactabit audacia? ?iihil-

ne te nocturnum praesidium palatii^

nihil urbis vigiliae^ nihil timor pop-

8

9

ab cd e f gh i j kl m
no pqrstuvwxyz



Chapter VI. Caslon

IROBABLY no person whose effort in the past

has profoundly influenced the development

of the typographic art is better known today

than William Caslon. Among the type faces

used today none is so popular or serviceable

as the one that bears his name and for which

he cut the punches two centuries ago. Everett R. Currier did

not exaggerate at all when he said "If all other English types

were suddenly to disappear from the face of the earth, Caslon

could bear alone the burden of modern print."

No other type is quite so safe, no other face provides such

a great variety of pleasing effefts with so little effort and no

other presents so little objectionable as Caslon Old Style. The

typographer who has in his cases the full equipment of sizes

is like an artist with a full palette: complete opportunity for

expression is at his instant command. If the demand is for a

strong, masailine effect he selects the large sizes for his major

display, employs borders in keeping and prints with a heavy

body of ink. But if the note is at the other end of the scale, if

something that will effectively appeal to the feminine instinct

is required, amply leaded Caslon italic -with swash characters

for display and initials, perhaps -will tune the typography to

the subjed. The feminine aspect can be further emphasized by

using dainty colors, both in inks and papers.

William Caslon, designer of the style of types which bear

his name- and the most versatile letters of all time-was born

at Halesowen, England, in 1692. Between the principal of the



preceding chapter and the subject of this an almost even two

centuries elapsed. While some of the most famous printers of

all time operated during this period, the accomplishments in

type cutting were not at all comparable with the attainments

of Garamond at one end or of Caslon at the other.

Briefly, the following are some of the outstanding events

of the interim: Robert Granjon, celebrated Lyons typefounder

and follower of Garamond, supplied types and ornaments to

Christopher Plantin (Antwerp) in 1565. ChristofiFel van Dijk,

ofAmsterdam, cut an old face type in 1660 for one of the later

Elzevirs, the first ofwhom had been Plantin's pressman nearly

a century before. In England,John Day, royal printer, with the

adive support of Archbishop Parker, cut some beautiful types

in the style of Garamond in 1584. Star Chamber decrees later

handicapped the English printers and they became completely

dependent for their supplies upon Dirck Vosgens, Van Dijk

and various other Dutch founders. The renaissance of English

typefounding dates from the efforts ofThomas James, who set

up a typefoundry at Smithfield in 1710. He was content with

casting several mediocre romans, italics and gothics from a few

thousand matrices obtained from Holland. Closely preceding

William Caslon was Philippe Grandjean, French royal punch

cutter (1693),who is credited with originating the modern type

face, but his story belongs to another chapter.

William Caslon was trained to the craft of type cutting. As

a youth he was apprenticed to a London engraver ofgun stocks

and when twenty-four years of age opened a shop for making

bookbinders' stamping tools, thereby more fully fitting himself

for designing type. His first achievement was a font of Arabic

to be used for a psalter, accomplished in 1720. According to a

legend, Caslon cut his name in Pica Roman and printed it at



the bottom of one of these Arabic proofs. So greatly was the

letter admired Caslon was urged by John Watts and William

Bowyer, printers, to complete the font. So, with their financial

assistance, the Caslon type face was created in 1722. Caslon's

business grew so rapidly as a result that by 1734 he was able

to issue a specimen sheet showing twelve faces of roman and

italic, seven each of two-line and ornaments, and seventeen of

foreign types (Plate XII. opp. p. 52). All but three of the fonts

shown in that broadside- Canon Roman, English Syriac and

Pica Samaritan-were cut by Caslon himself

It is interesting to compare some of the Caslon types cut

by ingenious machines today with the original fonts, punches

for which William Caslon cut by hand. The hand-made type

is less perfed, it's true, but in mass possesses a hand wrought

charm which but few of our present-day type faces suggest. To
a keen sense of beauty, both of proportion and line, Caslon

united a pronounced instinct for fitness. He cut many faces of

varying attractiveness, but did not once lose sight of the fact

that type must be easy to read, and be serviceable as well.

Caslon died at Bethel Green in 1766 at the age of 74. His

type faces continued in great favor for some years, in fad: until

the era of the "modern" style stimulated by Bodoni with his

development of the Grandjean design. For about sixty years

thereafter, till 1840 approximately, Caslon types were seldom

used, not even being listed in the English founders' books.

It is a matter for congratulation that they were revived, the

more so because since that revival the taste for Caslon types

has increased rather than diminished. For the change in taste

credit is due Charles Whittingham and William Pickering, of

the widely known Chiswick Press, both ardent lovers of good

literature who combined their talents toward the produftion



of beautiful books. Having used different post-Bodoni types

and those of Baskerville, and being dissatisfied, they initiated

the British revival of printing in 1844 by returning to the use

of Caslon Old Style. At their invitation the Caslon of the time

supplied a font of great primer ca§t from the original matrices.

It was indeed fortunate that these had been preserved, as other

foundries had destroyed their matrices, believing that old style

would never again be used.Whittingham employed this initial

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ.
RSTUVWXYZ & ABCD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwz
Specimen of the Dutch type face presented to Oxford University by Dr. John Fell

font on a fine volume, "The Diary of Lady Willoughby." (Plate

XIII. opp. p. 53.) This book immediately created a demand for

other fonts and the great type of Caslon was revived.

Caslon Old Style is a historic American type face; it was

widely used in Colonial days. John Dunlap,who made the first

printed copies of the Declaration of Independence, circulated a

few hours following its passage, set the immortal document in

Caslon type. America's foremost printer in point of greatness

as a man was Benjamin Franklin. He used Caslon extensively

in The Saturday Evening Post, then called the Pennsylvania Gazette

(Plate XIV. opp. p. 56). Caslon fell into disuse about 1800.

In the general form and design of his letters, Caslon was

influenced by Dutch faces, notably those known by the name

of Fell, which were cut for the Oxford University Press in 1672
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PLATE XII.

William Caslon's first specimen broadside issued in 1734



Some Paflages from the Diary

of Lady JVilloughby,

1635.

Rofe at my ufual houre, fix of the

clock, for the firft time fince the

Birth of my little Sonne ; opened

the Cafem.ent, and look'd forth

upon the Park; a drove of Deer pafT'd bye,

leaving the traces of their Footfteps in the dewy

Grafs. The Birds fang, and the Air was fweet

with the Scent of theWood-binde and the frefli

Birch Leaves. Took down my Bible ; found the

Mark at the 103d Pfalm; read the fame, and

return'd Thanks to Almighty God that he had

brought me fafely through my late Peril and

B Extremity,

1635-

May 12,

Tuefday.

PLATE XIII.

Page from Lady Willoughby's Diary, printed in 1844 by The Chiswick Press, London,

the publication of which led to the revival of Caslon type



by Dirck Vosgens and Christopher van Dijk. There are points

of similarity, also, between Caslon's type and an Elzevir face,

punches for which were cut by Van Dijk, while charafteristics

of the Dutch face ofJanson are also noticeable. Caslon type is

conceded to be better than any of the several faces from which

it was derived. Caslon introduced into his letters the qualities

of interest, variety and delicacy more effectively than the Dutch

cutters did in theirs. His capitals, claimed to have been derived

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
UVJVXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abcde

fghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ahcdefghijklmn

Janson's roman and italic fonts, features of which are noticeable in Gislon's type

diredly from those of the Fell type face, are perceptably more

disciplined and formal, and are particularly attractive in their

simplicity and purity of line. In keeping with the round hand

style of handwriting in vogue during his time Caslon gave his

lower-case greater roundness. The individual letters of Caslon

type lack the perfection of design characteristic of Bodoni, the

aristocrat of types, but, while the separate characters are rather

irregular, their composite effect in a page is decidedly pleasing.

• Caslon's one innovation was to cut the ligatures fk and f b.

Theodore Low DcVinne did not wholly approve of Caslon

type, for he said "Noticeable defects in the Caslon Old Style

/ are the leanness of the 's' in the lower-case and capital, and the

exceeding width of round capital letters, like C, O, D and G.

Some varieties of the old style are deficient in the double letters
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required by the long 's' and the kerned letters are caft on too

wide a set. The Caslon type shows its merit most in the larger

sizes; the smaller sizes are too thin and weak." His views on

this subjea are shared by many authorities on types, as well as

the author. The six, eight and ten point "original line" Caslons

do not appeal to the majority of typographers as do twelve and

fourteen point, in which sizes the face is at its best.

There are various Caslon faces on the counters of the type

merchants, but the best are those that most closely follow the

original, namely the No. 471 of the American Type Founders

Company, the No. 337 ofthe Lanston Monotype Company and

the Caslon Old Face of the Mergenthaler Linotype Company.

The first named is ca§t from matrices imported in 1859 by

the Johnson Type Foundry, afterward MacKellar, Smiths and

Jordan,who were the immediate predecessors of the American

Type Founders Company. The two faces indicated for machine

composition are also handsome letters. All three styles, in fad,

preserve Caslon's characteristic departures from mathematical

precision, which, while detracting slightly from the perfection

of individual letters, nevertheless contribute to the variety and

interest of the type in mass. They have the long descenders, the

kerned "f"and "j," special characters and also decorative swash

italic capitals. The long descenders contribute grace as well as

beauty of proportion; they seem essential to a well balanced

letter, although practically all the present-day type designing

is standardized on the basis of the short descender.

For printers who set type by hand extra ligatures -eleven

in number-can be obtained for both roman and italic of the

No. 471, introducing the old-fashioned long "s" character, also

two others, "§t" and "ft." These are employed to advantage in

giving an ancient aspect to a page of Caslon type.



In rating various type faces,W. A. Dwiggins places Caslon

No. 471 at the head of the Hst and praises it in no uncertain

terms: "Caslon No. 471, an old style face, more nearly than any

other type satisfies the designer as an all around letter for all

purposes. The 'color' of the face is pleasing both in body set up

and display, and the individual letter shapes very nearly reach

one hundred per cent in point of naturalness and simplicity of

design. Like other old styles it appears to the best advantage

when printed on antique paper." As an indication of his idea

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv

abcdefghijklmnopq
Original Caslon No. 471 (above) compared with Lining Caslon No. 540

Note broad curve at top off" and bottom of "j" in the first line

and then how these characters are compressed in the second

of the importance of long descenders, his comment upon those

varieties that are ca§t on the American line is quite interesting.

He says: "Monotype Caslon No. 37 preserves some of the good

qualities of the original Caslon. It loses good proportion, as do

all faces whose descenders are shortened by the lining process.

The various letters are heavier and clumsier than their Caslon

prototypes. The face may be rated as seventy-five per cent."

A comparison of Caslon cut on the original line and one

of the modified versions is shown above. The first line is the

No. 471 and the second. No. 540, cast on the American point

line. Note the broad curve at the top of the "f" in the first line

and how it is drawn in on the other. The "g" and "q" and "y" in

the original face are curved gracefully, whereas they present a

squat appearance in the lining varieties. Other differences are

55
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not so noticeable in single charaaers as in a printed page. In

addition to these Caslons with short descenders there are other

light toned type faces of that name, known as " Recut," which

are sharper and more regular in their construftion. These may
be classified as Caslon in name, but scarcely in faa.

Nor should the advantages of Caslon Old Style italics be

overlooked by typographers. Although the set of the capitals

appears rather wide as compared with the lower-case, Caslon

Old Style Italic No. 471 (and prototypes) is nevertheless one

of the most beautiful and graceful type faces. Certain technical

difficulties forbade the rounding out ofthe italic charafters, and

thus Caslon's types display a certain difference as between the

roman and the italic. The spirit of Caslon's italic face is more

in the direction of freedom, and possesses an elegance and a

consistency of its own.With the No. 471 twelve swash capitals,

designed byT.M. CIeland, are supplied (in separate fonts) with

each body size from six to forty-eight point. They are properly

employed as initials or as first letters ofwords set in upper and

lower-case, but should not be used in the center of a word.

Word spacing of matter set in Caslon type should be close,

whether the matter is solid or leaded. The chief reason for this

is that the Caslon letter is not only somewhat condensed and

closely fitted, but the face is quite small in comparison with the

body. For example, some eight point moderns are as large of

face as the eleven point Caslon No. 471. The eighteen point

capital of Lining Caslon is as large as the twenty-two point of

the original. Four-to-em spaces should be used between words

to obtain the most satisfactory effect of the type in mass. The

original Caslon does not require leading to make it legible, as

the long descenders automatically provide a sufficient amount

of space between the lines, marked by the low letters.
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Colophon from the 1785 specimen book of the Caslon foundry

featuring Caslon ornaments then available



Any decoration which harmonizes with old style types in

general may be used with Caslon type. However, best efFefts

are achieved with borders and ornaments similar to the ones

made by Caslon himself, which, in their way, deserve as much
praise as his types (see Plate XV. opp.). "Taken as individual

patterns," says W. A. Dwiggins, "they have a finality of right

construction that baffles any attempt to improve. Excellent as

single spots the Caslon flowers multiply their beauties when
composed in bands or borders." William Caslon's types and

flowers, moreover, seem to echo each other ju^t as Garamond's

types and Tory's flowers do. In consonance with Caslon type,

Caslon flowers are a little "hard," i. e. contrasty, as compared

with Tory's. There is an unmistakable Arabesque quality about

them which seems natural in view of the hCt that ornament of

this character has ever been popular for bookbinders' stamping

tools, and Caslon cut flowers before he started making type. His

ornaments possess a decided typographic quality.

There are undeniably more graceful and elegant type faces

than Caslon, which has been called the great middle class letter,

also designated the simple and unaffected member of the "type

race." There are types better suited to the printing conditions

of today, Caslon being particularly adapted to antique papers,

whereas most modern printing is done on smooth and coated

stocks. Yet Caslon continues the most widely used, doubtless

because of the fact that it is the most versatile. It can properly

be used on a wider range ofwork than any other; indeed, there

is praaically no form of printing that can not be set in it to

good effea. Broadly, two factors contribute to the versatility

of Caslon: beauty and legibility. It combines strength, interest

and dignity. Practically everyone responds to its influence; it

seems to strike a responsive chord with every taste.
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Chapter VII. Baskerville

IROBABLY the most negleaed type face in the

bewildering array ofgood, bad and mediocre

charaaers at the disposal of typographers is

the Baskerville letter. Many fonts extensively

used are not as satisfactory, and even among
the more popular deserving romans there are

several that do not rate so high, either in book composition or

general all-around display. The story of types would indeed be

incomplete without consideration of this handsome face and

of its designer,John Baskerville. He influenced the printing of

books in a manner that was copied by others who now have

greater renown. In fact, among the English letter designers and

type founders, Caslon alone surpasses him in eminence.

Baskerville was born in 1706 at Wolverly, Worcestershire,

England, within a few miles of the birthplace of Caslon, whose

ableft rival he was. Starting as a writing master and an engraver

of epitaphs on tombstones, Baskerville afterwards engaged in

the japanning trade, at which he amassed a fortune. He began

experimenting with type and printing in 1750, undertaking his

new venture with such care and assiduity that six years passed

before he was sufficiently satisfied with his accomplishments

to place them before the public. It is also said that he spent six

hundred pounds before he made a satisfactory type face.

His first book, a quarto edition of Virgil's works, published

in 1757, received wide-spread admiration and established John
Baskerville's reputation as a type designer. In the production

of this book neither trouble nor expense was spared. The type
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face, a great primer, stimulated much adverse criticism on the

grounds that it was too slender and delicate. This charaaeristic

was the natural outcome of his admiration as a writing master

of the fine lettering on copperplate illustrations at that time.

In the following year Baskerville published his two-volume

Milton, in the preface ofwhich he acknowledges Caslon as the

master whose type faces he had followed. A Greek testament

printed about the same time was roundly condemned, the type

being too precise and condensed to please the tastes developed

on earlier models. A Latin Juvenal and Persius, done in quarto

form in 1761, enabled Baskerville to improve his reputation,

so badly damaged upon the appearance of the testament. It is

more widely leaded than the "Virgil" and for that reason much
improved, and is characterized by wider margins and excellent

presswork. A fine edition of "Paradise Lost" and a "Book of

Common Prayer," the title of which appears opposite, as well

as some charming l6mo classics, are praised by critics.

In his specimen sheet of 1762, Baskerville exhibited eight

kinds of roman and six sizes of italic, the punches for which

were cut by John Hardy. While Baskerville's types were based

on Caslon's they were more mechanical and had charaaeristics

of the round hand, then popular among calligraphers. Updike

says: "His types were not so good as Caslon's, but the slight

touch of over-delicacy. . .was to finally develop a rival which

would drive Caslon . . . from the field." Baskerville accelerated

the trend toward the modern form, though his own types were

old style. His great triumph was his italic capitals, which were

beautiful in outline and effective in combination.

Baskerville admired the smooth, white finish ofvellum and

in order to obtain this effeft in paper he initiated an original

method of drying. As quickly as sheets came off the press they



were placed between hot sheets of copper. In that manner the

paper was dried, the impression smoothed out, the ink set and

the velvety surface put on. Despite the fine appearance of his

impressions-the principal glory of Baskerville's work-English

printers looked with disfavor on his combination of thin, sharp

type and hot-stamped paper. Compared with modern papers,

however, the gloss on Baskerville's is scarcely noticeable.

It is said that Baskerville made his own ink, presses, moulds

for casting-in faa, all his own equipment and supplies, even

including the paper he printed on. He made fourteen fonts of

flowers, but he practiced great restraint in the use of them, in

faft, employed none whatever in his best books.

Constantly contending with opposition and encountering

more than one business failure, Baskerville continued actively

at the craft until he died in 1775. A prophet without honor in

his own time -especially in his own land-his influence upon

the later development of the craft was marked. Bodoni, whose

work is said to retain the simplicity of Baskerville's-without

its artistic touch, however-was his imitator. With Baskerville

methods-large margins,wide spacing and careful printing-and

a supply of Fournier's types to start with, Bodoni was able to

gain and hold the admiration of an enormous following.

Four years after Baskerville died his widow sold his entire

equipment to the Societe Litteraire Typographique and it was

removed to Kehl, where it was used for an edition of Voltaire.

The later disposition of the Baskerville types is misty in the

extreme, in fad legend credits them with having been melted

into bullets for use during the French Revolution.

Credit for reviving the Baskerville face is due the British

type foundry of Stephenson, Blake & Company,who inform us

that "The Baskerville series was originally cut by Isaac Moore
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in imitation of Baskerville's type, and under modern printing

conditions it provides a remarkably dose copy of Baskerville's

work. The actual face of the type is slightly softer than that of

Baskerville's type." The American face, known as Baskerville

Roman, is made from strikes bought from Stephenson, Blake

& Company by the American Type Founders Company.

In a compilation of ten faces recommended for equipping

the composing room, Douglas C. McMurtrie, an authority on

types, rates Baskerville Roman second only to the Caslon Old

Style No. 471. "It is," he says, "a good standard face which can

be recommended, particularly for use on the smoother finish

papers which are in almost universal use today. The roman is

a fairly faithful copy of the types of Baskerville, but the italic,

which was designed in America to be used with the roman, is

far afield from the original. The highly individual design of

the italic capital 'T,' for example, a distinguishing feature of the

Baskerville face, is entirely missing in the revived alphabet."

Of standard roman design, the Baskerville type is a rather

good face for the general printer to have. It has no offensive

mannerisms. It is open and clear, and in most respects a good

book face, particularly, as ju§t stated, on the smoother finishes

of stock. The face has a feeling of grace and precision of line

which fit it for a general run of small commercial display work

where a light-toned effeft is satisfaaory. Its main weakness is

in its fineness; the present version of Baskerville type, like the

original, is not one that will stand much abuse. The hair-line

elements and sharp-pointed serifs are more easily nicked than

those of Caslon type, with which the uninitiated might readily

confuse it, although it is a rounder, fuller face.

<'"*^_?63 "^-^"^
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that it was the first to put out a type specimen book (in 1628)

more than a century prior to Bodoni's birth. Here he appHed

himself diligently to the task of learning how to manufacture

type and became an expert punch cutter and matrix maker.

After four years, however, Bodoni established a press of his

own. Here he did such beautiful work that the Duke of Parma

invited him to that city and pensioned him so he could devote

his whole thought to the craft of book making. The result was

so satisfactory that we can now look upon the work Bodoni

did more than a century ago and find it remarkable in its state

of preservation. The ink remains brilliant, the paper beautifully

white. He never printed anything in a haphazard manner; his

presswork, in fad, was a revelation to his contemporaries.

Bodoni was known as the "King of Printers and the Printer

of Kings." He enjoyed the patronage not only of the Duke of

Parma, but of the Pope, the king of Spain, the king of Sicily

and finally Napoleon, who, upon conquering Italy, subsidized

Bodoni to execute notable works of printing for him. Bodoni

died in 1813, so famed and honored that imposing monuments

were erected to his memory at both Saluzzo and Parma.

As stated, Bodoni's types, and the modern style of which

they constitute the moft perfea and satisfactory example, were

not the result of his invention. The trend which culminated

in his so-called "mechanically perfeft" design was initiated in

1693, the year following Caslon's birth, by Philippe Grandjean

in the creation of his "Romain du Roi." In the appointment

of Geofroy Tory as the Royal Printer, Francois I. established

a precedent which succeeding monarchs followed in honoring

outstanding members of the craft, and Grandjean was Royal

Punch Cutter for Louis XIV. Grandjcan's type was featured by

great neatness of cutting and exad alignment; his thin, straight
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serifwas a real innovation, making the Romain du Roi unlike

any type design that preceded it. He finished off his ascending

and descending letters with flat serifs (characteristically modern

features) extending over both sides of the stems.

The next step in the development of the modern style was

taken by Louis Luce, Royal Punch Cutter for Louis XV., who
cut the first condensed type face (1740). This form, by the way,

continues to be favored in France. Luce, whose type was called

Caractere Poetique, discarded Grandjean's serif, although it was

revived in later styles, notably those cut by the Didots.

It remained for Peter-Simon Fournier,who, in 1736, bought

the LeBe foundry (successor of Garamond)-and who designed

various fonts in the fashion of Grandjean and Luce-to call the

style "modern." Fournier's is one of the mo§t prominent names

in the history of printing. He founded a very extensive line of

types, over a hundred fonts-most of them cut by himself-are

shown in his "Manual Typographique." His greatest claim to

typographic fame was his invention of the first point system.

One influence remains to be cited before the background

for Bodoni's work in the development of types is complete,

namely, that of Baskerville. With his more carefully modeled

types, with hair-lines in greater contract to heavy strokes than

was common in England in his day, Baskerville interpreted the

European taste for a lighter, more delicate style of typography.

Incidentally, this was achieved by increased spacing of lines as

well as by actually cutting the letters lighter.

Bodoni's great glory rests on the faft that he gathered the

loose strands and wove them into a consistent, finished type

face. Though his own fine printing did much to popularize the

style, Bodoni was fortunate in arriving during a period when
new tendencies in art and literature seemed to require new type

61 Kje^



forms to accompany and represent them. Bodoni exhibited a

remarkable degree of abiHty in bringing about this change in

typographic practice, as did his contemporaries in France, the

several Didots, who were also considerably influenced byJohn
Baskerville. Francois-Ambroise Didot (1730-1804) developed

a point system that supplanted Fournier's and also suggested

the original manufacture of calendered paper. In 1812, at the

Royal Printing House, Paris, where the modern style of type

was first made by Grandjean, Firmin Didot, called the Bodoni

of France, cut a more finished and less condensed modern type

face than that of either Fournier or Bodoni.

Bodoni's first- types came from Fournier; in his own faces

he achieved more roundness of contour and a greater delicacy

of form. His romans have exceptionally long descenders and

ascenders; the letters reveal a greater thinning of the finer lines

and a thickening of the heavier elements than is characteristic

of Fournier's, and they have perfectly flat and horizontal serifs.

Incidentally, old style romans attempt to reproduce the effeft

of calligraphy, whereas moderns are an undisguised imitation

of the technique of steel engravers: sharp, clear, clean-cut and

precise. Bodoni's italics, in addition to the above-mentioned

charaaeristics, were notably broad and of unusual grace.

By 1788 Bodoni had cut a large number of fonts, which,

starting out as old style, gradually assumed the more modern

appearance for which he is noted. Convincing proof that he

achieved success-rightly interpreted the taste of the time-is

the fad that in the year 1805 there was not a single foundry

in the entire world making the old style letters. The design of

Bodoni's modern face was such as to afford nineteenth century

typefounders a suitable model upon which to base their eflbrts

in the direction of the "mechanical" perfection of type faces.
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Mention has already been made of the long descenders and

ascenders of Bodoni's types, which charaaeristics are no more

modern than old style. The proportion of Bodoni's lower-case

to its type body was expressed by him as follows: "Divide the

body of the type into seven parts and let two at the top and

two at the bottom be used for the ascenders and descenders,

and the three parts in the middle for the other letters of the

alphabet." Bodoni attempted to further lighten the density of

the solid composition by cutting small faces on large bodies,

which effectually prevented such fonts from being too closely

line-spaced. Contemporaneously, the Didots, in France, attained

a similar result by the use of leads between lines.

Bodoni stated his views about types in these words: "The

beauty of letters consists in their regularity, in their clearness,

in their conformity to the taste of the race, nation or age in

which the face was first written and, finally, in the grace of the

characters, independent of time or place Types should be

suitably arranged on the pages in straight, regular lines, not

crowded, nor, in proportion to their height, too far apart, and

with equal spaces between words and lines."

Bodoni's la§t word, as it were, on type faces was expressed

in his "ManualeTipographico," begun by him but finished by

his widow in 1818, five years after his death. This edition of

two quarto volumes contains 279 pages of specimens, which

are good evidences of his skill and artistry and reveal certain

interesting charafteristics, one of which was extreme restraint

in the use of ornament. On occasions he would give a "dash

of salt" to his books by the use of title tablets such as appear

at the top and bottom of the exhibit made from his Manual

(Plate XVII. opp. p. 68). Bodoni used plain type initials, but

invariably in the manner shown opposite (Plate XVIII.) and



never set them down in the text matter as is the usual practice

today. This handHng has merit because the initial is conneaed

only with the word ofwhich it is a part, and does not handicap

reading subsequent lines, as some claim initials handled in the

ordinary way do. As borders on title pages Bodoni employed

contrasting rules in conformity with his types, and sometimes

wave line rules, particularly as dashes (Plate XIX. opp. p. 69).

These features should be considered in executing typography

after the manner of Bodoni, who, so far as we can learn, never

used color. Of course, this doesn't mean color should not be

employed in a modern Bodoni composition. The use of the

face is often desirable where color and ornamentation appear

to be advantages, indeed, notably beautiful display

-^^^1/^ printing is often done in Bodoni with decoration

and in colors. Related ornaments, featuring light

lines contrasted with heavy masses, a characteristic

C^^i^ example of which appears opposite, are available

Style ofornament to thc typogtaphcr in typc and mat form.
which reflects the t->1'/ r i i-ir \*
characteristics of Bodoni (we rcter to the parent or light form) is

o oni type
p^Q.^jji'i^Q^xlj 2. book face, that is, it appears to be^

advantage in body composition. On account of its mechanical

form Bodoni type does not seem well suited to open display

and is not a satisfactory face for general job printing.

The key to the use of Bodoni type is found in qualities it

suggests; it is sharp, quick, vivacious and vigorous. It is also

dignified, polite, refined and a bit cold. A paint manufacturer in

urging the use of his produ<ft as a sanitary measure in hospitals

could scarcely do better than to print his catalog in the light

face (Bodoni Book) with display, if a stronger note is needed

than larger sizes provide, in the bold face, for no other good

face works well with it. Bodoni suggests cleanliness-yes, even

*"**«-» 70 <-*»^
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the "hard" aspeft found in hospital wards. The hghter Bodoni

appears as one who is well dressed and admirably suggests the

quality of delicaq^. On the whole it appears to be wearing a

stiif collar and looks best in precise surroundings.

Bodoni is the most contrasty and colorful of the better type

faces available today. W. A. Dwiggins rates it seventy-five per

cent as compared with original Caslon at par. It is particularly

suitable where illustrations combine fine lines and heavy black

masses. In certain books Bodoni's brilliance of effeft makes it a

desirable type face, but, while it occupies a niche in the field of

choice which enables one printer to vary the appearance of his

work from others, we could live comfortably without it.

Bodoni type is presumed to work be^ on smooth finished

papers. Printing upon antique stock serves to minimize one

of its principal objections, namely, the faintness of its hair-line

elements. These not only affect legibility adversely, but make

Bodoni a rather undesirable letter for the small printer, who
prints directly from type and must perforce use his characters

over and over again. These hair-line elements quite naturally

wear down and break off sooner than thicker ones.

Types after the fashion of Bodoni are available to printers

who set by hand and also in Linotype and Monotype machine

composition. However these may vary as to detail, all are fine

expressions of Bodoni's characteristic style of design. Bodoni

faces, in general, are of three weights, here named in the order

of their strength: Bodoni Book, Bodoni and Bodoni Bold.

Probably no type face has been more roundly abused, but

the faft that beautiful effects are obtainable with it has been

amply demonstrated by Bruce Rogers. So, when all is said pro

and con, we must admit Bodoni type has decided merits.



SCOTCH ROMAN
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Mergenthaler Linotype Company

ABCDEFGH
I J K L M N O P
QRSTUVWX
Y
1

2

Quousqiie tandem abutere, Catilina,

patientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam
furor iste tuus eludet ? quem ad finem
sese effrenata j actabit audacia ? nihibie

te nocturnum praesidium palatii, nihil

urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil

consensus bonorum omnium, nihil hie

munimissimus habendi senatus locus,

12 POINT

6

7

3

4

5

Quousqiie tandem abutere, Catilina,

patientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam

furor iste tuus eludet? quem ad finem
sese effrenatajactabit audacia? nihilne

te nocturnum praesidium palatii, nihil

urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil

consensus bonorum omnium, nihil hie

8

9

a b c d e f g h i j k 1 m
n pqrstuvwxyz



Chapter IX. Scotch Roman

OLLOWING Bodoni, Scotch typographers and

founders instituted the next change in type

form that is represented among our present

popular faces. Influenced by the wide-spread

preference among printers of their own land

for the type faces of Bodoni and Didot, the

Scotch and English founders, in defense of their trade, changed

these faces, mainly by bracketing-i. e., rounding out-the flat

serifs, and gave the world what are known as the "Scotch" faces,

which, however, they designated as modern romans.

Prominent among these were Alexander Wilson, founder

for the well known Foulis brothers, and Miller& Richard,who
supplied the Ballantyne Printing Company, of Edinburgh,with

types of this persuasion. Even the Caslon foundry was forced

into line and, to satisfy the fast-growing demand, brought out

a modernized Caslon Old Style in the year 1796.

Scotch Roman, our present and deservedly popular form

of the style, the first American cutting of which was made by

A. D. Farmer & Sons, is credited by some writers to Wilson.

Others state it is moft similar to the Ballantyne letter used in

early years ofthe nineteenth century, the English equivalent, in

fact, ofthe 1819 Didot fonts. In his book "The Art and Practice

of Typography" Edmund G. Gress traces Scotch Roman from

Baskerville through the Caslon letter referred to above. It is

probably sufficient to say that it refleas the spirit of various

English and Scotch fonts which were designed and cut during

the early years of the nineteenth century.
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While Caslon and Bodoni, standard representatives of the

old style and the modern respectively, preceded it in point of

time, Scotch Roman is the standard "transitional" letter. The
marked contra^ between the hair-lines and stems justifies its

classification as modern, but the rounded (bracketed) serifs are

old style features. The face, therefore, is a hybrid.

The most striking charaaeristic of Scotch Roman, and the

most important of its fadors which tend toward legibility, is

in the breadth and the openness of its letters, achieved happily

without a suggestion of obesity. W. A. Dwiggins rates Scotch

Roman as being ninety per cent effective in comparison with

Caslon Old Style No. 471 at one hundred.

The preference for Scotch on the part of those who favor

it is principally due to the faft that it is sharp and snappy. The

contrasting elements, nicely turned serifs and general effect of

crispness make themselves felt without appearing to obtrude.

Scotch Roman type is quite desirable, therefore, where a little

more color is wanted than old style types provide. It has one

decided defeft, however: the capitals, which are commendably

full and sturdy, are so much blacker than the lower-case that

they stand out rather unpleasantly in the body. Still another

characteristic is the hardly noticeable flat top of the lower-case

letter "t," an interesting but not a harmful eccentricity.

Scotch Roman is essentially a book or body type, in fact, a

decidedly readable one on the right paper. If heavily printed

on antique paper considerable of its character is lost, while on

highly coated stock the hair-lines appear too weak. The grade

known as English finish shows it off to be§t advantage.

The face is rather stiff and it is lacking in style and grace,

essential qualities in a job or display letter. The inordinately

bold capitals, furthermore, require that restraint be practiced



^y^^^^
in applying it to essentially display forms, where capitals occur

more frequently than in text. In advertising typography,where

greater display strength is required than can be obtained with

large sizes. New Caslon is the author's seleaion for making a

good combination, but, since there is no companion bold-face

or, for that matter, no closely related bold face-unless Bodoni

Bold is so considered-Scotch Roman is not a good face for the

general small printer. It is true, however, that the larger sizes

in display provide greater contra^ against the smaller than is

true of most fonts at the printer's disposal.

In a suggestive sense Scotch Roman type is masculine. Its

general atmosphere is that of business, efficiency and system.

For common-sense, matter-of-fact books and advertisements it

is an appropriate selection, and, while it presents a well-dressed

appearance, the face is in no sense fastidious.

Writing of an issue of Monotype, printed by him, William

Edwin Rudge says: "Such detailed consideration of the subjeft

required almost the treatment of a book and the Scotch face

was chosen as one of the two type faces best suited for book

composition." Scotch Roman was also a favorite with the late

Benjamin Sherbow, who determined the value of a type face

largely by its legibility and, seemingly, with little or no regard

to beauty. Both of Mr. Sherbow's books were set in Scotch, as

was much of his own publicity, but, while he classed it with

Caslon, Century, Bookman and Cheltenham Wide as a good

body type, he did not include it in the li§t of what he regarded

the best display faces: Cheltenham Bold, Caslon Bold, Bodoni

Bold, Bodoni and Bookman. None of these display fonts really

compare with the newer bold faces of Cloister, Garamond and

Goudy, which combine considerable grace with their strength.
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BOOKMAN NO. 98
Lanston Monotype Machine Co.

ABCDEFGH
I J K L M N O P
QRSTUVWX
YQuousque tandem abutere, Catilina, patientia ^TT

nostra ? quamdiu nos etiam furor iste tuus eludet ? x j
quern ad finem sese effrenata jactabit audacia?

Inihilne te nocturnum praesidium palatii, nihil ^
urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil consensus f\
bonorum omnium, nihil hie munimissimus ha-

bendi senatus locus, nihil horum ora vultusque

moverunt? patere tua consilia non sentis? con-

7
-% 10 POINT ^

3Quousque tandem abutere, Ca tilina,pa tien- C^
tia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor iste \J
tuus eludet? quern ad finem sese effrenata

4
jactabit audacia? nihilne te nocturnum f\
praesidium pala tii, nihil urbis vigiliae, nihil ^7
timor populi, nihil consensus bonorum om-

5nium, nihil hie munimissimus habendi se- ^^
natus locus, nihil horum ora vultusque I I

abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz



Chapter X. Bookman

YPOGRAPHERS, broadly, fall into two classes:

those who see only the book as the medium
for expressing skill and artistry in the craft

and those praftical fellows whose bread and

butter depends on the sales their use of types

develops. Most writers on the subject view

type for art's sake and, so, do not consider Bookman of much
account, yet among 404 advertisements in four recent issues of

magazines 125 were set in Caslon and 78 in Bookman.

The author admires a beautiful book as much as any one,

but appreciates the growing importance of display advertising

typography and insists that, although different, quite as much
skill may be shown in this field as in that of the book. While

Bookman is not a beautiful type, and although its range of use

is somewhat limited, it demands our attention because it is a

distinctive style, because it marks a milestone in type history

and because, moreover, it is a popular advertising letter.

In I860, Miller & Richard, Edinburgh founders, modified

the Antique form (broadly speaking, a block letter with square

serifs) with rounded brackets where serifs joined the stems and

named the face Old Style Antique. This letter was designed by

A. C. Phemister as a companion for his company's Modernized

Old Style Roman, a form which, known variously as Franklin,

Bradford, Binny, etc., has been cut by nearly every typefounder

in the world. This Modernized Old Style must not be confused

with the earlier so-called "Scotch" faces; the style resulted from

an attempt to accommodate the old fashion to newer ideas of



symmetry. The protracted stem and short hair-Hne and serif of

the older type designs were retained, but the general tone was

lightened and the small letters were enlarged by shortening the

descenders and ascenders. Franklin, the first of modernized old

styles cut in America (1863), as well as later forms, Binny and

Bradford, are wider, more open and of smoother design than

the Miller & Richard face. Laymen might easily mistake these

for Caslon, but a comparison of individual letter design shows

ABCDEFGHIJ
abcdefghijklmn

Binny, representative of a large number of fonts combining old style features

in wider and more precise form, to provide a bold companion
for which the Old Style Antique was devised

marked differences, as the example above demonstrates. This

face (Monotype) is a popular and remarkably readable body

type, but is wholly unsatisfactory for display.

But our subjeft is Bookman, which, as Old Style Antique,

was designed to furnish a bold face companion for Modernized

Old Style. Rated by no less an authority than Henry L. Bullen

as a better face than Jenson (American version of the Golden

type of William Morris) because the serifs are smoother and

less angular, Old Style Antique did not sell nearly so well as

the Jenson until Wadsworth A. Parker, of the American Type

Founders Company, thought of adding swash characters and

naming it Bookman, since which time it has had a phenomenal

sale. Printers, furthermore, did not learn to use it, other than

for emphasis, until William Morris taught them how types of

this kind could be made effective in mass pages.



Varied somewhat in detail, but possessing the same general

design, the Bookman style, variously named, is supplied by all

type agencies, which demonstrates its popularity. The version

of Barnhart Brothers & Spindler, labeled Caslon Catalog, was

taken over from the Laclede Type Foundry, of St. Louis, where

it was known as Caslon Antique. How the name Caslon can

be attached to this letter, or for that matter to Barnhart's own
Caslon Antique, which necessitated changing the name of this

face when they acquired it, is beyond the author. The use of

the term "antique" has been criticised and the name Old Style

Ionic suggested as more proper. Ionic, however, as old timers

will recall, is quite similar to Bookman, only lighter, and was

classed among the antique faces by DeVinne, but the Caslon

appellation is altogether out of order. While square serifs and

practically uniform hair-lines and stems are "antique" features,

the bracketing of serifs is an old style characteristic. All three

details are to be found in the Bookman design.

N. J.
Werner, writing for the catalog of the Laclede Type

Foundry, points to the more consistent gradation of sizes and

proportions characteristic of the Barnhart version, machine-cut

by Robert Wiebking, as an advantage over the older models,

which, he says, were cut by hand, and by various men who did

not carefully follow the proportions of the first size. "Thus," he

writes,"the present twenty-four point is too large for the body

and proportionately too extended. The thirty point is . . . barely

wider than the twenty-four." A more harmonious gradation of

color in the various sizes than in original Bookman Old Style

is also claimed for the Monotype version, cut in display sizes

by Sol Hess, while the Linotype company offers still another

cutting of this popular style. However all these may differ in

detail, their eflfcft upon the layman is about the same.



Bookman is a strong and legible face for use where more

force is desired than the general run of "body" letters provide

and where a bold letter would be too heavy. In the specimen

book of types of the Conde Nast Press, Douglas C. McMurtrie

comments upon it as follows: "Antique or Bookman, two types

of similar color and design, are neither of them distinguished

faces. They serve usefully as bold faces of moderate weight to

work in combination with old style types and are frequently

used themselves in advertising composition." W. A. Dwiggins

in his analysis of types, quoted heretofore, rates Bookman as

eighty per cent efficient compared with Caslon No. 471 at one

hundred. He says: "Bookman is the best of the heavy faces in

common use. It has no points of design to commend it, but it

convinces by a kind of rugged simplicity. The capitals, except

for the B, P and H, will do well enough. The lower-case letters

compose into a strong and convincing page."

The characters incline toward obesity, which aids in clarity

but not in beauty, and their uniform color is a further aid to

legibility. If a type can be too thin and weak to be read with

ease, or too black, as all mu§t recognize, then Bookman must

be granted considerable merit as a readable face. It is, indeed, a

happy medium, and when esthetic considerations are decidedly

secondary to efficiency the face is quite ideal.

The feature about Bookman responsible for the absence of

enthusiasm with which it inspires such men as Dwiggins is its

monotony, the letter elements being too uniform. It also lacks

in crispness and interest, characteristic of types in which there

is a decided difference in thickness of the elements.

In an article for the house organ of Edwin H. Stuart, we
find the following apt characterization of this type face: "Old

Style Antique is a serious minded type. It means business. It



consists of strong, sturdy lines; there is not a single frivolous

stroke in its design. It is the puddler, the molder, the riveter

or, if you choose, the engineer of the type race. It is a strong,

two-fisted 'he' type. Old Style Antique typifies work."

Bookman fills out rapidly, being rather extended, and is on

that account impracticable for large books where economy of

space is essential. For smaller books, where slight manuscripts

mu§t be extended, and where its character is in keeping with

the subject matter, especially when combined with appropriate

heavy borders, a la Morris, really effective results are obtainable

with Bookman. Typographers with single track minds may not

recognize the faft, but beauty is a versatile thing. Quite as many

sculptors have modeled man as woman; and so Morris' black

pages possess beauty in their consistency and robust character.

One of the principal beauties of Bookman is in the simplicity

with which its line is preserved throughout.

The main difficulty in the use of the Bookman face is that

of combining it with other satisfactory types in order to dress

up a page. The "Manual of Linotype Typography"recommends

the Benedictine as a companion for book work. In advertising

display Cheltenham Bold has been favored for emphasis with

Bookman in the body, although the Cooper Black, of Barnhart

Brothers & Spindler, makes a more interesting companion, on

large mailing folders and advertisements in particular, where

such a strong efl^eft as they make is desirable. Since the Cooper

face is much stronger than the average bold type, it requires a

body letter that is relatively blacker than the average. In the

composition of booklets and house organs some very effective

work has been done with Bookman for the body matter and

Caslon Text (Old English) for the display lines.



When "Muskogee Red," tramp printer, taught the author

the case in the Quenemo (Kansas) Republican office twenty-odd

years ago, he marked each box by placing a seventy-two point

type of the letter there contained face up in one corner. This

type, named DeVinne, was cut by Gustav Schroeder (who was

brought here from Germany by the

/m/l I l^k T \ d Central Type Foundr}^) and for years

J^ f J^ j[ J[ ^ 1 ^ it was the be§t and the most popular

display letter extant. Though having

W T ^^ T"^ -2 some eccentric features in the capitals

I I ^k ^^ I I and being more extended, the general

•/ form ofthe DeVinne type is old style.

A rose among thorns in the nineties, Thf fcirp in f^rf k Qimpfior m mn<:r
this face named DeVinne compares -" ^^ ^^CC, in laCt, IS SUpCtlOr tO mOSt
favorably with the better ones today q£ ^^^ preSCnt-day bold fontS, aS thc

exhibit herewith indicates, and it is indeed gratifying to find

this good letter shown again, as it is in the specimen book of

the American Type Founders Company.

The fad is not generally known that DeVinne influenced

the original cutting of one of the most popular body type faces

in use today. Century Expanded. That original letter, Century

Roman, was cut in 1895 by L. B. Benton, father of Morris, in

collaboration with Theodore Low DeVinne, especially for the

Century Magazine-hcncc, of course, the name.

Concerning this face, DeVinne wrote an interesting article

for the Century, a part of which follows: "Experiments made

with extended letters proved that increased expansion did not

always secure increased legibility. The broad and round faces

which seemed so beautiful in large-margined pages of Bodoni

and Didot were not at all beautiful (quite the reverse) when
printed in double columns on a page with narrow margins. To
use types in which the thick strokes of each type are unduly



Spread apart on a page with narrow margins is an incongruity

that cannot be justified. When margins are ample, and space

is not pinched, types may be broad and even expanded. When
the page is over full the types should be compressed to suit the

changed condition. . .The slightness of the compression in this

new face (Century Roman) will be perceived at a glance. . .The

face is as wide as the old one; it has as much open space within

as without each letter, and juSt as many letters to the line; it

has the greater clearness of a thickened hair-line. It seems to

be compressed only because it is taller."

Century Roman was used on the Century for several years,

but was not used by others to any extent because the measure

was a little too narrow for general use. About the year 1900

the American Type Founders Company brought out Century

Expanded, essentially a slightly extended Century Roman, to

meet the Typographical Union standard of the day.

The chief virtue of this letter was succinctly expressed by

Benjamin Sherbow as follows: "This is Century Expanded, one

of the faces everybody reads with ease, therefore good type for

advertising." Another, of importance to small town publishers

who set their job work and advertisements by hand, is its good

wearing qualities. This fador is decidedly less important than

considerations of beauty and display effectiveness, especially

since equally and almost equally clear faces of a more refined

design and stronger display value are available.

Its chief drawback is a commonplace, mechanical, rather

severe appearance; esthetic considerations appear to have had

little influence in its design. Century Expanded, in effect, is a

busy, efficient workman dressed in denims. It is a type face for

common "ads" and booklets on common subjects. Lacking in

style and grace, it is wholly unsuited for job work.
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CENTURY OLD STYLE
American Type Founders Company

ABCDEFGH
I J K L M N P

QRSTUVWX
Y'

Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, patien- /
-*- tia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor iste tu-

^-^

us eludet? quern ad finem sese effrenata jac-

Itabit audacia? nihilne te noctumum praesid- ^
ium palatii, nihil urbis vigiliae, nihil timor v-l

populi, nihil consensus bonorum omnium, ni-

2hil hie munimissimus habendi senatus locus, ry
nihil horum ora vultusque moverunt? patere /

-Cj 10 POINT ^•

^ Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, patientia Q)
nostra?quamdiu nos etiamfuror iste tuus eludet?

4quem ad finem sese effrenata jadabit audacia? •^
nihilne te noctumum praesidium palatii, nihil ^
urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil consen-

5SUS bonorum omnium, nihil hie munimissimus -^
habendisenatus locus, nihil horum ora vultusque I I

abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz
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Bodoni type is thoroughly modern; Caslon is consistently

old style; Scotch Roman is a composite of old style and modern

features. Century, however, is distinguished by both old style

and modern varieties. The old style face (opposite) was issued in

1907. While both are of equal weight and height, comparison

shows the decisive effeft serifs have upon "finish." The old style

is more attractive, but whether more legible is questionable.

Century Old Style, like the Expanded, is a desirable body or

text letter, especially where a large face in relation to the body

is desirable, as when six point mu§t be used or when a pocket

size booklet is in prospect. Indeed, because the middle letters,

m, n, etc., were too tall for book work, the founders brought

out a modified old style with longer descenders in 1917.

While the plan of this book contemplates bold face fonts

only incidentally, there are, with italics, thirteen members of

the Century family (A.T.F. Co.). Century Schoolbook, a clear,

firm letter with antique characteristics, was designed for school

books and the like. It is said to refleft the composite opinion of

those seeking to determine the most legible type. The foundry

Century Old Style bold is a sturdy display letter, more attractive

than Cheltenham and even the bold Caslons. The bold of the

modern variety, on the contrary, has little merit. For display in

connection with the body in Century modern or old style the

companion bold face, with features in common, is preferable.

Most bold faces having old style finish are satisfactory for the

old style, whereas Bodoni provides harmonious emphasis with

the Expanded, as does New Caslon, though old style, because of

the contrast between its thick and thin strokes. Fonts similar to

some of the foundry Century faces are available to users of the

monotype and linotype, in faft the text matter of the Saturday

Evening Post is set in the monotype version of the Expanded.
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CHELTENHAM OLD STYLE
Mergenlhaler Linotype Company

A B C D E F G H :

I J K L M N P

Q R S T U V W X

Y Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, pati-

entia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor iste
z

f

1

tuus eludet? quern ad finem sese effrenata

6
1

jactabit audacia? nihilne te nocturnum
praesidium palatii, nihil urbis vigiliae, nihil

timor populi, nihil consensus bonorum om- '

2
nium, nihil hie munimissimus habendi sen-

7atus locus, nihil horum ora vultusque mov-

_^^ 12 POINT ^^

3 Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, pati-

entia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor iste

8 1

4
tuus eludet? quem ad finem sese effrenata

9 1

jactabit audacia? nihilne te nocturnum
praesidium palatii, nihil urbis vigiliae, nihil

^

tf timor populi, nihil consensus bonorum om- •^

5 nium, nihil hie munimissimus habendi sen-
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Chapter XII. Cheltenham

^ (^
£-7gHE CHELTENHAM TYPE ushered in an era that

^ '^ in number of type faces of fine quaUty stands

supreme. The emaciated modern letters and

the grotesque ornamental type faces common
during the middle of the nineteenth century

^^?S§ had slowly, then rapidly, lost favor. William

Morris, DeVinne and Will Bradley, who, in 1895, established

the Wayside Press at Springfield, Massachusetts, with Caslon as

his only type, did valiant service influencing the craft to higher

standards. The new era not only marks better type designing

and cutting, but a distind preference for the beautiful old style

form, which Cheltenham aided powerfully in bringing about.

Something new and decidedly different, Cheltenham took

hold with a grip. Its selection amounted to a rage; the universal

order, seemingly, was "When in doubt, use Cheltenham," and

since, then more than now, most printers are usually in doubt,

the magazines and the newspapers were fiall of it and its lusty

offspring: the wide, the bold, the condensed, the extended, the

shaded, the outline, the what not? Indeed, the common use of

Cheltenham has made it commonplace, and its lack ofgrace and

subtlety is so pronounced when compared with other available

fonts that you will turn many a page of the Ladies HomeJournal,

for example, before you find this once popular type.

So, despite the report of the foundry that the Cheltenham

series continues its "be§t seller," we concur in the opinion of

another writer that the Cheltenhams are dying. To harmonize

these two conflicting statements, remember, the Cheltenham



family is the largest in existence, totaling about thirty. If you

wonder where all this type goes, glance through the pages of

hundreds of small town papers. Their publishers bought one

or several Cheltenhams, particularly the bold, in the hey day of

its vogue. They continue to use it because their runs are short

and the type lasts a long time, they can not adopt the newer

as they please and because, furthermore, their clientele isn't at

all particular.What more natural than, when short of type, they

should build up on what they already have.

A statement in The Linotype Record (October, 1923) reads: "It

is not generally known . . . that the creation of the Cheltenham

type (Old Style) is entirely owing to the Mergenthaler Linotype

Company." Ingalls Kimball, ofThe Cheltenham Press, ofNew
York city, suggested and supervised the new type face, which

resulted in Cheltenham Old Style, the daddy of the family. The

face was named for his press, which, in turn, was named for a

place in Gloucestershire, characterized as a "town apart"- that

is, distinctive-being so unlike any other English town.

The actual designer of Cheltenham Old Style, with whom
Kimball collaborated, was Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, who,

at the time ofhis death in 1924, was a leader of the architectural

profession, and who, besides,was talented in decorative art and

lettering. From a memorial in the Craftsman Number of The

American Printer, we gather these points about Goodhue: "The

Kelmscott books, which began about this time (the nineties)

to come to America, appealed strongly to the Mediaeval note

in Goodhue's nature, and some of his early initials and borders

show inspiration of the same originals which had influenced

Morris. It was at this period that he designed for Updike the

Merrymount type, handsomely used in the Altar Book (Plate

XX, opp. p. 92 ) , for which it was mainly intended . . . everything
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to which he put his hand showed a touch of Goodhue . . .The

Cheltenham . . .was a remarkable example of this quality." As

implied above, the Altar Book was set up at the Merrymount

Press, but it was printed by DeVinne in 1896.

While relationship could be established with some of the

creations of Italian and French printers between Jenson and

Caslon, Cheltenham Old Style possesses sufficient individuality

to rate as an original letter, especially so when it is compared

with the Bodoni, Cloister and Garamond type faces, which are

copies. A resemblance to the lettering in the music portion of

Schoeffisr's "Psalter" has also been pointed out.

An outstanding charaaeristic of Cheltenham Old Style is

its monotone construction, there being just enough difference

between the light and heavy lines to avoid monotony. This is

a legibility factor, other things being equal. The serif is quite

small and more like the modern one, but in general character

the face is old style. Certain individual characters have been

roundly criticised, notably the A, because of the extension of

the heavy line at the top, the G, the a and the final so-called

tri/kd r. The latter has its proper place at ends of words, but

should never be employed in the middle of a word. Unless its

proper use can be enforced it had be§t be abandoned entirely,

as its improper use makes a word unsightly and may mar the

appearance of an otherwise creditable piece of work.

Somewhat condensed in form and fitting closely as a result

of short serifs, Cheltenham Old Style permits of more copy to

space with respeft to point size than do most types. According

to The Linotype Bulletin, the number ofwords per thousand ems

is increased almost one-fifth by its use. The lean formation and

close set make Cheltenham Old Style very useful for narrow

booklets and make close spacing of words desirable. Contrary
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to the usual custom in type cutting, the round letters do not

run above or below the guide lines. The letter o, for instance,

between two uprights like h and 1, shows the effeft of this by

looking small. All lower-case characters are below the normal

standards, yet font for font the round letters approximate in

size those of any of the better forms, i. e., those in which the

ascenders and descenders have not been " bobbed."

A feature to especially observe about Cheltenham type is

that the ascenders are longer than the descenders, an original

Eye- attracting yard willfulness is near so yet that man man will yclept.

Way this merely jumble statistical calliope spectrophone mythical alle-

I. A type design that increases the attractiveness of printed matter enhances

Bubbles strength winter allies yesterday afternoon illness is not Finan-

Covers tape quotations ticker at home Wmter numerically snowier by a

II. A type design that increases the attractiveness of printed matter enhances

Man designing warfare typesetting little may be did on Befuddled addled

Maorine istic onomy but are nevertheless notwithstanding howsoever

Demonstrating the fact that legibility is increased more by white space

above a line of lower-case ( I.) than below it (II.)

feature regarding which we find the following in The Linotype

Buliefm.•''Legibility is the gainer for leading, though it detracts

from the beauty of the page and adds to the composition cost.

We began with an investigation of the subjeft of leading, the

result of which is summed up in the example above. The first

marked line is obviously the more legible; therefore it follows

that a gain ofwhite space above a line is of greater importance

than an equal gain below it. We experimented until we had

encompassed a gain in white space above the line-emphasized

above the round letters without reducing the size of them."

Long ascenders and short descenders are also referred to as

being consistent with the faft that the upper half of lower-case

letters is easier to read than the lower half. Since, therefore, the
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eye gives less attention to the lower part of a line of type the

descenders were purposely made short in Cheltenham to allow

for the longer ascenders. This amputation of descenders, in the

opinion of many, detracts considerably from the appearance of

Cheltenham, as well as other fonts cut on the lining system.

When composed in words, Cheltenham Old Style is a more

legible type than its condensed shape would indicate. Reading

I /xikT/^ir naif n/^f ^qciIi r if

"^

Onlythe upper half of

""Lower half not easily r

Illustrating greater importance to legibility of the upper half of lower-case letters and the

individual outline of words in lower-case due to ascenders and descenders

is a matter of recognizing word forms rather than of spelling

out the letters that go to make up the words. In Cheltenham

the long ascenders accent the word forms, which accounts for

its very good legibility. The illustration herewith appeared in

The Linotype Bulletin, with accompanying text as follows: "The

diagram illustrates what is meant by word forms. Line A can

not be read; line B can. Yet in each instance the line is cut at

the same point. Line C is the completion of line A; line D that

of line B. Line E is the word shape of line A; line F that of

line B." It is the individuality of word shapes that accounts for



KENNERLEY
Lanston fiAonotype Machine Company

ABCDEFGH
I J K L MN O P
QR S T U VWX
YQuousque tandem abutere, Catilina, pa' ^—

tientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor /^
iste tuus eludet? quein ad finem sese

^^
effrenata jactabit audacia? nihilne te

_ nocturnum praesidium palatii, nihil up iT
X bis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil vJ

consensus bonorum omnium, nihil hie

munimissimus habendi senatus locus,

^ nihil horum ora vultusque moverunt? ^
":^ItWELVE POINxIiS"

3^uousque tandem abutere, Catilina, pd' S^
tientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor

iste tuus eludet? quern ad finem sese

4
effrenata jactahit audacia? nihilne te noc ^^
turnum praesidium palatii, nihil urhis W
vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil consent

sus honorum omnium, nihil hie muni^
N missimus habendi senatus locus, nihil Q
•^ horum ora vultusque moverunt? patere

abcdefghij klm
nopqrstuvwxy2i



Chapter XIII. Kennerley

tTyKtL^^''/^^

j^^REDERic w. GOUDY, a Chicago bookkeeper in

1896, is today the most widely-known man
in typographic circles. His ambition was not

to become a C P. A.; what he wanted to do

was to design type and then print beautifiil

books. So, during leisure hours, he lettered

advertisements for the local clothiers and dry goods men-and

designed his first type, the Camelot capitals, named after a little

print shop he conduced in 1895. This face, a light monotone

block letter with rounded, sharp-pointed serifs, was sold to the

Dickinson Type Foundry, of Boston, and with lower-case, later

added, is still "carried" by the type founders.

With Will Ransom, designer of the Parsons type face, as a

partner, Goudy established the Village Press at Park Ridge, near

Chicago. In 1903 they issued "Printing," by William Morris. It

is a small quarto, and shows the influence of Morris both in

the type, known as "Village," and the printer's mark. In 1904

Goudy moved the Press to Hingham, Massachusetts, and two

years later he went to New York, where all his equipment was

burned in 1908. He managed to resume in 1911, in which year

Mitchell Kennerley, publisher, commissioned him to design a

font of book type on entirely new lines. The opportunity and

the result made Goudy, the result being the popular, beautiful

and useful Kennerley type, first employed on a folio volume

of H. G. Wells' stories, published by Mr. Kennerley. The face

was first shown in specimen form and offered on the market

by Mr. Goudy, as a personal enterprise, in September, 1911.



Bernard Newdigate, the English critic, says an "intelligent

study of Italian models gives us the Kennerley type. This type

is not in any sense a copy of any early letter-it is original, but

Mr. Goudy has studied type design to such good purpose that

he has been enabled to restore to the roman alphabet much of

that lo^ humanistic character which the first Italian printers

inherited from the scribes of the early Renaissance."

Upon being commissioned to design the face that resulted

in Kennerley, Mr. Goudy is said to have taken his inspiration

from the Dutch type Bishop Fell imported for use at Oxford,

which he had always admired. As the design progressed, Goudy
gradually drew away from the pattern letters, and the finished

type, possessing Jenson and Ratdolt characteristics of weight

and detail, is more Italian than Dutch. Indeed, H. W. Caslon

& Company (of London) offer a font named Ratdolt Roman,

which they charaaerize as being "closely related to Kennerley

and Titling Forum." Although not so handsome a face, it does

have considerable of the same feeling. The Caslon company's

letter, however, is much closer to Ratdolt's than Kennerley. A
fine copy of the type of Ratdolt's famous "Kalendario," known
as "Incunabula," has, within recent years, been brought out in

Italy; John Henry Nash, of San Francisco, uses a font of it on

certain limited editions (Plates XXIII.-XXIV. opp. p. lOl).

W. A. Dwiggins says that "Kennerley composes into a very

good page, but is not quite so satisfactory in the design of its

individual characters. It gives a certain high-shouldered effeft

that is not quite simple and easy. It may stand in the scale at

sixty per cent." The author, who has watched this, that and the

other type used in the hands of thousands of good, bad and

indifferent workmen, is inclined to rate the Kennerley letter

considerably higher, and, except for the thickness of the cross

t-"^^ 98 ^-s^^
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stroke of the capital "T," considers individual charaaers quite

good looking. Indeed, the opinion of most writers and critics

is that few types bear inspeftion so well in the large sizes as

Kennerley, and as type characters are considered more in detail

in large sizes than they are in small sizes this fact would seem

to indicate that the letters themselves are good.

Nicolas Jenson's Roman let-

ter used inVenice in the 15th

Century unites in the fullest

degree the necessary qualities

of line and legibility. He gives

us the high'water mark ofthe

Roman character: from his

death onwards Typography

declined till it reached its low-

est depth in the ugliness of

Nicolas Jenson's Roman
letter used in Venice in the

I 5 th Century unites in the

fullest degree the necessary

qualities of line and legibil-

ity. He gives us the high-

water mark of the Roman
character: from his death

onwards Typography de-

clined till it reached its low-

Eighteen point Kennerley compared with same size Caslon (471)

illustrating how more words are possible in the same space as a result of the

close fitting quality of the Kennerley type

Kennerley has one decided advantage that is not apparent

on the face, to fully appreciate which requires some experience

with the letter. When composed into words, the letters, which

are of perfedly natural form, appear to lock into one another

with a closeness very common in early types but quite rare in

modern ones.This permits of closer word spacing, which assists

one in avoiding "rivers," those white gaps where spaces appear

at the same point in several succeeding lines, giving a page the

appearance of being not one unit, but several. This close fitting

feature permits of more words to the line than mo^ types of

identical point or face size, as is indicated above.
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The legibility factors, strength of color and openness, are in

Kennerley enhanced by long ascenders and descenders. This

involves the subjed of the point line, regarding which Goudy
comments interestingly in his publication, T)/^o^r<^^^/V<^;"Has

the fixed lining principle in types any real value to the majority

of printers? Praaically none. The saving in time at infrequent

intervals is never sufficient to make up for the loss of design at

all times. When manuscript book writers formed their letters,

the short ones, like n, o, s, etc.,were usually low and small,while

ascenders and descenders were noticeably protracted, resulting

in a wide lane ofwhite between the lines. Capitals were not so

high as the ascending letters (this is true of Kennerley, and it

helps if capitals appear in the body), and these characteristics

were copied by the early makers of type. This broad white space

added materially to the legibility of the text. Whatever worked

for legibility then mu§t certainly obtain now.To put all designs

of any one body on the same line is to say that all descenders of

various faces on that body must be identical in length, and that

descenders are so unimportant that they may be lengthened or

shortened without perceptibly affisding design. A comparison

of original Caslon with recut lining Caslon is ample evidence

to the contrary." Incidentally, there are two sizes ofthe eighteen

point Kennerley, the larger one, with shorter descenders, being

effisctive where twenty-four point would be too large.

The Kennerley face is essentially a book letter of strong, yet

unobtrusive, well-formed serifs and firm, light strokes. Though

Kennerley is not at all bold, it is a solid looking type such as,we
believe, William Morris would have approved. Kennerley has

few strange features that are at all likely to awaken prejudice

on the part of the reader, and its weight and color are such that

it shows up well when printed on enameled stock.



PRI>mNG
PRINTING, in the only sense

, witli which •we are at pres'

ent concerned, differs from

most i£ not from all the arts

and crafts represented in the

Exhibition in being compara'

tively modem. For although

the Chinese took impressions

from wood blocks engraved

in relief for centuries before

theAvood'cuttersoftheNeth»

erlands, by a similar process, produced the block books,

which -were the immediate predecessors of the true

printed book, the invention of movable metal letters

in the middle of the fifteenth century may ju^y be

considered as the invention of the art of printing. And
it is w^orth mention in passing that, as an example of

fine typography, the earhe^ book printed w4th mov»

able types, the Gutenberg, or "fortytw^o line Bible"

of about 1455, has never been surpassed. ^Printing,

then, for our purpose, may be considered as the art of

making books by means of movable types. Now. as all

PLATE XXII.

Page from Printing fessay by William Morris), the initial product of the Village Press, in which

at the time (1903), Will Ransom was associated with Frederic W. Goudy



ATDOLT ROMAN, in which letter this

page is composed, is a new face named after

the distinguished Venetian Printer Erhar^
din Ratdolt, the contemporary of Nicolas
Jenson. As in the case of his confrere, the
works of Ratdolt are eagerly sought after

by lovers of the beautiful typography of the

fifteenth centuryVenetian printers. Much
controversy has ranged around, and much

ink has been spilt over, the date of the earliest books printed
inVenice by Jenson and John andWindelin of Speyer, who,
with Ratdolt, were the first printers to practise the art and
craft in Venice. Jenson's Decor Puellarum, a book of instruct

tion to young girls how best to rule their lives, gives the date

PLATE XXIII.

This relatively recent offering of H. W. Caslon & Co., London, inspired by the Venetian Ratdolt,

is characterized as being "similar to Kennerley and Titling Forum"

GUTENBERG BIBLE^MCCCCLV
Like certain of the rare elements,tbe existence of the Gutenberg Bible was

forecasted long before tbe first copy was discovered in tbe library of tbe

eminent Cardinal Mazarin. So It has been named tbe '^Mazarin/' and some/

times tbe ''forty/two line" Bible. Call it a curiosity, if you will,tbis replica

page from tbe first printed Bible— and perhaps tbe first book printed from

movable types. Or revere it as a souvenir of tbat migbty invention tbat

swept civilization into accelerated stride. Or marvel at tbe noble format and

tbe majesty ofmargin and tbe deatbless black ofan ink tbat dried on tbe page

forty years before Columbus wandered westward— just as bow and arrow

and arquebus launcbed in England tbe Wars of tbe Roses/ But open your

eyeswider,gaze into tbe perspedlive oftbe dim years and appraise it as a well/

nigb superbuman acbievement ofone inspired man. For tbe original oftbis

page,so faitbfully reproduced by tbe cunning of tbe engraVer as to tbe black

of tbe type and tbe colored accents of tbe illuminator,represents more tban

PLATE XXIV.

Section of page from keepsake by John Henry Nash in which a copy of Ratdolt 's type,

recently cut in Italy and known as Incunabula, is used



The largest present-day use of Kennerley appears to be on

advertising of the better grade for national magazines. It is not

a very satisfaaory letter for general job printing, and is by no

means so versatile as Caslon or Cloister, being more suggestive

of free lettering, but for large display-broadsides, posters and

composition of similar nature-it is a letter par excellence.

Kennerley italics are among the moSt beautiful. Apparently

they were influenced by those ofAldus Manutius, the inventor

of the italic form of type face. At the start, it is interesting to

learn, the italic form of letter was known as Venetian, from the

faft that Aldus was a resident of the city of Venice, but it was

later dedicated to the State of Italy to obviate any dispute that

might in after years arise among the various nations as to its

origin. It is known as italic throughout most of the countries

of Europe, but the Germans persistently call the sloped form

Cursive, likewise designating roman as Antiqua. The obje<ft of

the invention of italic type was to save space and thus permit

the printing of smaller books that would be within the reach

of a greater number than were then able to own books.

For some years Mr. Goudy himself was the sole source of

supply for the Kennerley type. At one time, if we remember

aright, he had it ca§t in England. Several years ago Mr. Goudy
was employed by the Lanston Monotype Machine Company as

advisory head of its type designing department. One advantage

coming from this connection was that the Kennerley was made
available to monotype machine owners. Indeed, the adaptation

of the face to machine work is a great achievement, particularly

since the Monotype Kennerley has been so cut and aligned as

to work perfectly with the original foundry letter.
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GOUDY OLD STYLE
American Type Founders Companj

A B C D E F G
HI J K LMN
O P Q R S T U
VQuousque tandem abutere, Catilina, \V /

patientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam W
furor iste tuus eludet? quern ad finem

Xsese efFrenata jactabit audacia? nihilne ^\Z
te nocturnum praesidium palatii, nihil Y
urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil

Z
consensus bonorum omnium, nihil hie ^

< 12 POINT >• ^SL
Quosque tandem ahutere, Catilina, patien-

tia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor iste

tuus eludet? quern ad finem sese effrenata

iactahit audacia? nihilne te nocturnura

praesidium palatii, nihil urbis vigiliae, ni-

^ hil timor populi, nihil consensus honorum

\^ omnium, nihil hie munimissimus hahendi
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Chapter XIV. Goudy Old Style

IRACTICAL, serviceable and good looking, the

Goudy Old Style is deservedly popular. Not
the best book letter by several, it represents

what was termed "the triumph of an earnest

effort to produce a type face that would be

equally at home when used for the modest

business card, the dignified letter-head or for de luxe booklets

and catalogues." Thanks to a certain decorative quality, largely

due to the characterful serif formation, it is an excellent type for

general commercial printing. It is, moreover, one of the faces

mo§t frequently seen in national advertising mediums.

Designed, as the name suggests, by Mr. Goudy, this type

face was placed on the market by the American Type Founders

Company in 1916. Although it has a noticeable affinity with

the classic roman designs of the early Italian printers, Goudy
Old Style is neither an adaptation nor a prototype of any other

face. While it has some of the characteristics of the Kennerley

type, it is lighter in color, more regular in its design and less

monotone, hence it shows to better advantage in the smaller

sizes. Furthermore, it has a so-called "flowing" quality all its

own. One writer characterizes it as "gloriously feminine, free

and graceful, with a beauty more than skin deep."

W. A. Dwiggins writes that "Goudy Old Style may be said

to be one hundred per cent good in the design of individual

letters. When composed in a body, the characters, individually

graceful, set up a whirling sensation that detracts somewhat

from legibility. That is to say, the curves are perhaps too soft
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and round, and they lack a certain snap and acidity. The color

of the face is excellent. The capitals, when used alone, compose

into a strong and dignified line." The excellence of the Goudy
capitals, in fad, recommends the face to the printer who must

intersperse display lines of all capitals with those of lower-case

and, sometimes, set an announcement, card, title-page or cover

design wholly or partially in the capital alphabet.

There is a note of the mechanical and precise about Goudy
Old Style which is in part responsible for its lack of great favor

in the more esthetic circles. Look carefully through the entire

alphabet, however, and you do not find a single character that

is freakish. The letters are somewhat large, partly as a result of

the shortened descenders, and the counters are open; the light

shines freely through each character and defines the lines that

give it form. These important faaors of legibility compensate

in some measure for the whirling sensation referred to.

Another thing that makes Goudy type valuable is the faft

that it is obtainable in series. The family now numbers ten, all

good looking.We have purposely avoided much consideration

of the bold-face members of type series because they are in the

main derived from light face letters of the same general form

and, furthermore, because until the la§t few years there were not

any really distinguished bold designs. Probably the stimulating

effect of recent increased interest in advertising typography is

responsible for the three handsome bold types now available

to printers: Cloister Bold, Goudy Bold and Garamond Bold. At

present, the Goudy seems most popular and is characterized by

Mr. McMurtrie, for one, as the be§t of all bold fonts.

To see entire advertisements in national magazines, indeed

even a brochure for the Locomobile car, composed entirely in

Goudy Bold is a tribute of no mean importance. Its beauty of
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Ten miles and more of silken strands

m go into the making of a pair of (i

S Phoenix hose. While other natural

i

fibers are at best only a few inches

long before they are twisted into

thread, the filament of silk as it

comes from the cocoon is practically

endless. And that is why silk makes

the strongest of all thread. The
Phoenix method of converting the

finest of silk into the finest of hosiery

has, for a full decade, insured to

the men, women and children of

^»^^i America longer hosiery mileage

M&i and greater elegance at low cost.
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PLATE XXV.
A typical advertisement by Glen Buck, emphasizing the efFeaiveness of

Goudy Old Style in advertising typography
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Tbt Oty oftht Futurt

PtOM tlut far day In
1671 wben La SaUe**

brave Urtle band hewed a
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Values of the Future
DURING the forty-year period in which S. W. Straus &.

Co. have been in business we have watched the cities of

America grow to their present proud eminence, and
have taken a part in this growth and development. Cities

practically nonexistent when this House was founded
now shelter vast industries and give productive employ-

ment to millions. Other cities—such as New York and
Chicago—have been entirely rebuilt during this time;

their physical aspect has been revolutionbed and their

areas of high land values have changed.

During this period S. W. Straus &. Co., have financed

many thousands of urban structures and our success in

judging the future growth of the cities and future land

values is demonstrated by the record of the securities we
sell—Forty Years Without Loss to Any Investor.

During the next forty years American cities will again

change and grow to a size and an aspect which can now
be scarcely imagined. Great buildings, such as architects

of today cannot even forevision, will raise their gleaming

towers against the sky. In the future, as in the past, the

expert judgment and experience of this organization will

be at the service of the investor in selecting for him and
safeguarding real estate investments which are in accord

with the steady onward trend of the times and which will

give our clients a share in the values of the future.

S. W STRAUS & CO.
ESTABUSHED 1882 OFFICES IN TWENTY PRINaPAL CITIES INCORPORATED

CHiCACO-^tTdus Building

CLARK AND MADISON STREETS

New YoRK-Srrauj Buitdmg
nFTH AVE. AT 46TH STREET

40 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS TO ANY INVESTOR

PLATE XXVI.
In the bold fonts of Goudy, Cloister and Garamond, typographers have bold faces of esthetic

merit. With a popular, effective style of art, Goudy Bold makes a consistent

ensemble of this advertisement.
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form compensate for its depth of color, which is not so intense

as in most earher bold types. This sturdy and handsome letter

is based on the Old Style, as evident in the proportions of the

letters and serif formation. There is, in fact, a close relationship

of feeling throughout the entire series, which, except for the

Old Style, was designed by that pre-eminent developer of type

families, Mr. Morris Benton. Incidentally, a bold face variation

requires an entirely different treatment than that necessary in

the basic design, and almost as much originality.

Sufficient credit has not been given to Morris Benton, who
has never sought or been thrust into the limelight, despite his

great service to printers. Born in 1872, he was graduated from

Cornell in 1896 and entered the employ of the American Type

Founders Company, atJersey City, as assistant to his father, Linn

Boyd Benton, inventor of the matrix cutting machine which

revolutionized type cutting in quality as well as in economy. A
distinguished designer, Morris Benton excels in adjusting and

modifying the artists' letters to type limits, in short, placing a

design on metal while preserving the spirit of the drawing.

While Goudy Bold finds ideal companionship in the Old

Style, it makes an admirable display face for Caslon body, the

bold Caslons being stiff in comparison. Admirers of Bookman
also find it a suitable and effective companion. The faft that the

bold outsells the light fifty per cent is not surprising because

it is so effective with any old style. Both Goudy Old Style and

Goudy Bold have especially good italic alphabets, notable for

an unusual combination of grace and legibility.

No member of this Goudy family is available for machine

work; the Monotype No. 38 bears little resemblance to foundry

Goudy. " Laclede," cut by Robert Wiebking, is similar to the

Old Style, and is offered by Barnhart Brothers & Spindler.
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iMergenthaler Linotype Company
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Ouousque tandem abutere, Catilina, pa-

tientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor

iste tuus eludet? quern ad finem sese ef-

frenata jactabit audacia? nihilne te noc-

turnum praesidium palatii, nihil urbis

vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil consen-

sus bonorum omnium, nihil hie munimiss-
imus habendi senatus locus, nihil horum
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tientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam furor

iste tuus eludet? quern ad finem sese ef-

frenata jactabit audacia? nihilne te noc-

turnum praesidium palatii, nihil urbis

vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil consen-

sus bonorum omnium, nihil hie munimiss-
imus habendi senatus locus, nihil horum
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Chapter XV. Miscellaneous Fonts

^ ^ '^

.g?)YPE LORE is now near conclusion. Mediocre

fonts, types that do not have a pedigree, so to

speak, types but infrequently seen and types

that contribute nothing essential to the lore

of the craft have been disregarded. There are

still a few, however, deserving ofrecognition

because of distinguished design or because they are essential to

the completeness of the text from a historical standpoint, and

in spite of the faft that they are but seldom seen.

First among these type faces is the Elzevir No. 3 series of

the Mergenthaler Linotype Company, representing a distinctive

form of roman, different fonts of which, generally known as

French Old Style, have followed that cut in 1878 by Gustave

Mayeur, Paris, the basis of the Linotype face. Mayeur,who had

spent years studying Elzevir books, attributed to one of them

(published in 1634) the inspiration for his own font. Some say

Van Dijk cut that particular Elzevir face, but DeVinne states

the Mayeur letter is quite unlike the face Van Dijk cut for the

Elzevirs or to types commonly used in the seventeenth century

and clouds the derivation of the form with the statement that

Garamond and Sanlicque also cut types for them.

The Elzevirs, of Holland, were among the greatest of early

publishers.Various members of the family operated in different

Dutch cities during the seventeenth century, Louis, founder of

the line, publishing at Leyden from 1583 to 1617. Mo§t famous

of the Elzevirs was Daniel, grandson of Louis and the son of

Bonaventure; he was both printer and publisher, first at Leyden
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and then at Amsterdam, from 1652 to 1680. On the whole, the

family is noted for small books, with narrow margins, closely

set type and engraved title pages. They were not so concerned

about producing beautiful books as with making them within

the reach of many, hence their plain, legible type and the fact

that twelve hundred editions are credited to them.

Some characteristics of the so-called Elzevir type, revived

by Mayeur and reflected in the Linotype face of the name, are

its rather condensed form, short ascenders and descenders, the

stubby serifs, few hair-lines and stems manifestly cut to stand

wear. The letters appear tall and yet space between strokes of

the lower-case seems ample. There are no useless lines, no frills

or degrading oddities; in short, the all-important consideration

in its design seems to have been clarity. The Linotype company

really deserves considerable credit for its Elzevir.

Like Cheltenham Old Style, the Elzevir No. 3 is be§t suited

for narrow pages, and in consequence of its open nature and

the large size of the lower-case, should always be leaded. Both

old style and modern figures, and a full complement of swash

characters, often useful and appropriate, are available.

FORUM TITLE
A statement often quoted is that "the glory of the roman

alphabet is in its capitals" and when we look upon a group of

Forum type, available only in majuscules, we are encouraged to

regard the statement as a fad. It is generally considered that no

type matches the beauty of proportion evident in the capitals

of the ancient Roman stone cutters, particularly those of the

Trajan column. Although, as Mr. Goudy, designer of this mo§t

beautiful of capital fonts, says, "a comparison between Forum

and the Trajan inscription reveals differences in the forms of



different letters," there is a close resemblance in spirit. The first

type modeled after classic inscriptions, Forum is a substantial

letter with hair-lines about one-half the thickness of stems and

beautifully formed serifs. Showing to fine effeft in the larger

sizes, Forum Title is the type de luxe for title pages, dignified

posters (Plate XXVII. opp. p. 112) and fine covers.

A "fancy" type face of historical significance is the American

Type Founders Company's Civilite, an accurate copy of type

Robert Granjon cut in 1557 to imitate the semi-formal writing

then in vogue. The fidelity of his type to the fanciful French

court hand made it popular for poetry and books of instruction

for children, serving as a model of handwriting. Obviously, the

face is suitable only in certain lines of work. In consequence of

the extreme height of the capitals and length of descenders it

is necessary-if the lines are brought closely together-to print

in two forms: odd-numbered lines in one and even-numbered

lines in the other, either with two separate impressions or, as

is sometimes possible, by locking the two forms together and

swinging the sheet after the first impression. The larger letters

thus overlap, thereby simulating the efied of handwriting.

Goudy Handtooled
Expressive of various "shadowed" fonts in which the stems

are formed of two lines, light and heavy, is the American Type

Founders Company's Goudy Handtooled. Such types are based

on one cut in the year 1746 by Fournier-le-Jeune, whose many
fancy types attained an enormous vogue. Goudy Handtooled

may be used to advantage for headings and initials, and display

in fine advertising, where its modest decorative quality and its
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strength without boldness often make it desirable. Barnhart's

Caslon Openface (unrelated to Caslon, however) is of the same

style, but lighter and better adapted to job work, although not

so satisfaaory for advertising. This type face was originated by

G. Peignot & Son, Paris, and by them named Moreau-le-Jeune

for a famous engraver after whose lettering it was modeled. A
very handsome face of this persuasion is Goudy Open, not of

the American's Goudy family, but one offered by Mr. Goudy
and the Monotype company. The inspiration for this letter is

said to have been a single line under an engraving in an old

French book, but in design it follows Goudy Modern, a letter

of strength similar in feeling to Bodoni, although rounder.

Cooper Black
Among the most popular type designs of the present time

are the Cooper faces of Barnhart Brothers & Spindler. For years

Oswald Cooper has been drawing a characterful, original bold

letter, greatly in demand and widely imitated. Messrs. Murray

and McArthur, of Barnhart's, saw possibilities for a type of this

nature and requested Mr. Cooper to design Cooper Black.

"I did not," says Cooper, "see much chance of reproducing

in metal the many accidentals of lettering without arriving at

a tiresome effe<ft from the too frequent repetition of the same

quirk and curve. The charm of a lettered page is partly due to

the variety that can not be avoided, but that kind of variety

is impossible in a printed page. While people have seen in the

faces a suggestion of lettering, it comes from the construction

of the letters rather than from their execution."

In addition to its extreme blackness and wholly original

serif construction. Cooper Black has a decided distinction: the

height of the lower-case characters is considerably greater than



the proportions considered standard, even with the shortened

descenders. Cooper started out to design the Black according

to rule, but the lower-case fell so short of the weight he wanted

he says it pleased him when Mr. McArthur suggested that he

overturn tradition and give the lower-case the height and the

weight that it needed, regardless of the height of the original

light face roman brought out the previous year.

Cooper Black is striking and effective on big ads., informal

posters, broadsides, car cards and the like. As to its use certain

considerations mu§t be set forth. There is so little white in the

letters themselves that little is required between them, and for

that reason letter-spacing is inadvisable; in fact, it would make

a spot ofeach letter.The face permits, even invites, cramping. It

is not a legible face in body, in fad its main virtue in the mass

is attention value; and its employment in that way should be a

matter of discretion. Being heavier than the majority of bold

faces. Cooper Black needs as companions heavier than average

body types, preferably, also, monotone faces like Bookman or

Old Style Antique. Though not so closely related as is usually

the case between members of type families, Cooper Old Style is

appropriate, while Cheltenham Wide is a fair associate.

Cooper Old Style
Rugged strength and charafter make Cooper Old Style an

effeaive medium for giving distinction within the bounds of

good taste to a considerable range of advertising and general

commercial printing, though, of course, it is not so versatile

as such types as Caslon and Cloister. In no sense or detail is

this face copied or adapted; Cooper Old Style is the child of

Oswald Cooper's brain and the extensive use of this letter is

therefore the more complimentary to him. Its free nature-the
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face is less "typey" than the average font-and the shortness of

its descenders prohibit the classification of Cooper as a book

type face. One letter, the lower-case e, is often criticised.

Cooper Old Style Italic

This font matches the weight of the old style, has the same

rugged, free and distinguished character and, like it, is entirely

original. There are small innovations in number, and there is

one decided distinction from italics of the past. Usually only

the descending letters fall below the line, but in Cooper italic

parts of some of the lower-case characters which are normally

kept on the line are dropped a little below, the final elements

of the h and n, for instance. Regarding this letter, Mr. Cooper

writes: "The italic is the only one in which I have permitted

myselfmuch of the freedom of rendering commonly associated

with hand-lettering. Italic is so much closer to the parent pen

form than the roman that freedom is almost the life of it. The

italic has an effect of width approximating that of the roman

font, which I think is an advantage in these days when italic

is employed comparatively little for mere emphasis and mostly

for variety in display." Cooper aptly says his types are meant

for "far-sighted printers who have near-sighted customers."

Benedictine
The author does not confess any great enthusiasm for the

Benedictine letter, although he recognizes in its development

a fine-intentioned, intelligent and progressive attitude on the

part of the Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Designed under

the personal supervision of E. E. Bartlett, director of Linotype

Typography, it is adapted from types of Plato de Benedictus, of

Bologna,who issued thirty-three books from 1487 to 1495. The
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The "monumental" effect of Mr. Goudy's beautiful Forum type is demonstrated by this impressive poster



EARLY PRINTERS
IN THE CITY OF

VENICE
From Dibdin's Bibliographical Decameron

THE FOURTH DAY

CSPEAKERS
Lysander

Philemon.

Lisardo.

Almansa.

CCOMMENTS;
John dc Spira ,parent

oj Ok Venetian press\

This poinc, I submit,

is now criumphant-

\y e^ablished by the

exiting privilege of

the Senate ofVenice,

granted to John de

Spira, of the date of

September the i8th,

1469. A copy of this

LYSANDER

T IS now really

time to not ice [he

rise 6; early prog-

ubi cum coniuge libe-

riset familia tota su£

inhabitaret, exerceiet-

que dictam artem li-

broruLm imprimendo-

one other great

Italian city: and

you will perhaps

readily give a guess in what other

city this may be ?

PHILEMON
I v^^.^^,

LISARDO )

LYSANDER

ress of the typo nam ; iamque summa

graphical art in omniumcommenda-
tione impressit Epis-

totas Gceronis. ec no-

bile opus Plinii de

Naturuli HistOTia in

maximo numcro,et
pulcherrima Hctera-

rum forma, pergtcauc

quotidic aha pncla-
ra volumina impri-

mere; adeo uc inuus-

tria et vircuce huius

hominis, mulcisauc

pnclarisque volu-

privilege was crans- fTwice accurately spoken! 'The

?""«?*. ?»9^"^' ^^ nurse (as Philemon the other day . , - ,

theAbb6Morelli.&
not inaptlyexpressed it) often thou-

min.bus. ec qu.dem
aoDcais in the 5uffrd- 1 *ric 1 1

Dcrvih Dretio. locu-
sand usetui a elegant arcs, the cen-

tral mart of European commerce,

the city both of Jenson and of Ti-

tian, it was reserved for Venice to

give a different cum, and to adopc
too unportant not to ^ ^ , -^ ^^^ productions of
occupy some twenty '^ - '

. _T. . .

hnes in this present

note.Levoid' '1469,

Die 18 ScpUmbris.

Induda est in banc

nostram indytam civitatem ars impri-

mendi iibros, in diesque magiscelebrior et

frequentior fiet, peroperam studium et in-

genium Magistriloannisde Spira. qui ce-

teris aliis urbibus banc nostram prseetegic,

appears in the Suffra

gium pro Johannc dc

Spira Prima UenC'
tiarum Typograpko,

Vienruz, 1794, 8vo.

of the former. It is

cupy m w
y .^^ ^^^ printers.' All hail to thee.

John de Spira, parent of theVene

tian press! * I see thee yonder, in

pcrvili pretio, locu-

plecabicur Et quoni-

am tale inventum ae-

tatisnostrae pcculiarc

ec proprium, priscis

illis omnino incog-

nicum, omni favorc

ec ope augendum at-

que Fovendum csi, ti-

oemque Magistrojo-

anni, qui magno ur-

getur sumptu fami-

\ix, et anificum mercede, pracstanda sit

materia, ut alacrius perseveret, artemque

suam imprimendi pociuscelebriorcm red-

dere, quam desinere, habeat; quemadmo-
dum in aUis excrciciis sustentandis, ec

PLATE XXVIII.

Initial text page of booklet by Bruce Rogers introducing Italian Old Style.

The initial was made from monotype ornaments and photographed in

reverse color to give effect of early Italian wood cut initials
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types of Benedictus, whose name, before being Latinized, was

Francesco di Benedetti, were first enlarged by photography and

then faithfully followed. Benedictine is rather heavy for book

printing, and the faft that some of the characters, notably the

lower-case h and k, depart considerably from recognized form

also restricts the use of this face. Fonts possessing pronounced

individual eccentricities have not been able to survive in the

past; only type faces without "features," so to speak, seem to

last. Printers whose equipment is not unrestricted mu§t choose

faces ofmore conventional design, suitable on a wider range of

work. Benedictine Book is much better, in fact has excellent

weight. The roman capitals are meritorious, those of the Book

being excellent examples of the Venetian form. The italics are

stiff and show too great a difference in the width of characters

which are usually closely related, the e, for instance, appearing

quite too thin and small in relation to the lower-case o.

The Cochin Types
Monotype Cochin is an interesting period face, following

a font, modeled on eighteenth century copperplate engraved

lettering, cut by the Peignot foundry, Paris, in 1915. Named
after Charles Nicholas Cochin, who designed lettering of this

kind for Louis XV., Cochin types are no spiritless imitations

of forerunners and have none of the affectations to which many

copies of eighteenth century elegance have degenerated. The
Monotype Cochin, designed by Sol Hess, is wide and round;

the capitals are large in relation to the lower-case, the ascenders

being longer than the descenders; the serifs are pronouncedly

sharp. Similar in design, but more condensed, is the Nicholas

Cochin Roman of the London Caslon foundry, the ascenders of

which are extremely high. Cochin types are occasionally useful
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when a copperplate effect in typography is desired, especially

with "shadowed" and other ornamental faces developed during

the period of Louis XV. This eighteenth century French style,

dominated t}'pographically by Fournier, is the least marked by

foreign influence and, so, most representative of all. To impart

a real French aspeft to typography, desirable on advertising of

millinery, perfumes, rouge and for modistes, one should have

Cochin and adaptations of Fournier's types and ornaments.The

script-like italics are a refreshing change, where appropriate; in

faa, Cochin types as a whole are worthy equipment for printers

whose business justifies a reasonably wide range of faces.

Italian Old Style

It seems appropriate that we should close with reference to

Goudy's interesting Monotype face, Italian Old Style, the latent

appeal to the many-sided taste in the selection of types. Bruce

Rogers, who executed the booklet introducing the face (Plate

XXVIII. opp. p. 113) writes: "The new type, though showing

the study of several of the early Italian types, reminds me most

of Ratdolt's fine roman." The characters are full and round, so,

with long descenders and good color, Italian scores as a book

type. Some rate it Goudy's masterpiece, but, because there are

equally fine book fonts that are more versatile, the author does

not. Italian Old Style has a few displeasing features, notably the

line atop A, the odd sweep of the tail of the R and the shortness

of the t. The italic font appears too wide and the v and w seem

eccentric, whereas the angular appendage at the top of the p is

rather irritating. However, the face is one that will impress you

more the oftener you see it, because you forget the details and

begin to view it more in the mass, which is, of course, the way
the merit of a book type should be considered. (Thirty!)














